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Special Issue-AIDS in Maine
Gay Reps Appointed .to _State
Working Group on AIDS
by Elze
Gary Anderson of the Gay Health Action gay/lesbian community, among others.
Committee and the Coordinator of the " Hopefully it'll be a place where informaAIDS-Line , and Dale McCormick, Pres.i- tion is exchanged and misconceptions get
dent of the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political cleared up and the latest technical informaAlliance, were recently appointed to the tion is passed along to people who don 't
State Working Group on AIDS after a minor necessarily keep themselves abreast of the
lobbying effort in which MLGPA and others latest in infectious diseases ,'' Nersesian
urged Governor Brennan to include added .
representatives of the gay and lesbian comBoth the Interdepartmental Committee and
munity in the state's efforts to deal with the Working Group resulted from the
AIDS .
diagnosis of AIDS in a person at the Maine
Convened by the Bureau of Health follow- State Prison and subsequent efforts by the
ing the establishment of the Governor's In- · Department of Corrections to develop a
terdepartmental Committee on AIDS, a policy on its own based on the Center for
pol icymaking group composed of eight peo- Disease Control recommendations. Accorple from within state government, the Work- ding to Davies, "We were concerned with
ing Group , according to gubernatorial aide the idea of having consistent policy across
Dick Davies, is "a broader group bringing state government and once we felt comfortin people · from outside state government able that what Corrections had done made
who have an interest in the issue - people some sense medically , we then talked with
who might have reason to be in contact with some of the other people to look at that as
AIDS patients at some time in the future. '' a model to start from.'' Davies sees any
At MLGPA's September meeting in policies emerging from the committee mainAugusta , at which time it was rumored that taining some flexibility based on good sound
Brennan had appointed a task force on ·medical evidence. "The primary focus," he
AIDS , the organization unanimously en- stated, "is what makes medical sense .
dorsed a proposal to submit Anderson 's and We're trying to avoid being reactive to peoMcCormick '. s names if such a task force ex- ple who panic about the situation."
While the Bureau of Health is currently
isted. Thougq MLGPA and Our Paper
received conflicting statements from state short-staffed, having lost a couple
officials as to whether representatives of the employees "to greener pastures" with
gay and lesbian community would have ~en another soon leaving on maternity leave,

(Frort1 left ~-o right,: Leroy Ouellette, R.N., a member of Maine Medical
Center's Staff; Gary Anderson, Coordinator of the AIDS-Line; and Dr. Owen
Piekos discuss AIDS at a public forum sponsored by Ingraham Volunteers, Inc.
The forum, open to the public, was the first in a series of in-service training
sessions for the volunteers who staff Ingraham Volunteers'- 24-hour·ltotline . .

AIDS ·Forun1 at St. Luke's
by Fred Berger
On October IO Dr_. Owen Pickus·,· Gary ·
Anderson, and Leroy Ouellette spoke to a
public forum on AIDS sponsored by Ingraham Volunteers at St_. Luke's Cathedral
in Portland. The audience of approximately 30 people consisted primarily of
volunteers, including several teenagers who
participate in Ingraham's Dial-Kids project:
Gary Anderson, director of the AIDS-line
opened the program by describing the services of the AIDS-line and the Gay Health
Action Committee. He spoke of the wide
range of calls which the line receives. These
include questions about symptoms, questions about the HTL V-III antibody test, and .
calls from people who fear they have been
infected by the virus. Anderson discussed
the necessity of getting people to express
their concerns fully and openly so that the
hotline volunteers can be most effective in
helping the callers.

'' AIDS has started to take up a very large proportion of my time~''
Dr. Bill Nersesian, Bureau of Health Director
appointed in the absence of MLGPA 's. let· ter, McCormick commented, "What we
should focus on now is ~hat we are a part
of the Working Group and we 'II have input
into state policy on AIDS. That is of the utmost importance." McCormick continued,
" No one knows more about AIDS than gay
people. Having been reminded of this fact
by MLGPA, state officials immediately
realized to their credit that the group would
be more effective with gay people
participating. "
While the primary task of the Interdepartmental Committee is to advise the Governor regarding state policy recommendations
and ensure interdepartmental .coordination
and consistency, Dr. Bill Nersesian , Director of the Bureau of Health , said of the
Working Group , "There's no agenda here ,
per se. When we meet it'll be more of a
forum for exchanging information ." It's a
chance for the private sector to express their
needs, their particular problems and have
them heard by state officials. " All members
of the Interdepartmental Committee or their
designees are members of the Working
Group, as well as at least one representative
from hospitals, nursing homes, physicians,
dentists, morticians, unions, schools, public
health offices, the university, and the

Nersesian states that "AIDS is taking up a
very large proportion of my time ." "We
realize it's going to be a very important concern in the future and also because of public
concern; he gave as the reasons for the
Bureau's commitment. "We have had cases
in AMHI and Togus and the State Prison.
We will definitely have more. The school
systems and everyone else are looking to the
Bureau of Health for technical consultation," he added. "I foresaw a need to reach
these people very soon."
The outcome of the Interdepartmental
Committee's first meeting was a recommendation to the Governor that, unless there is
evidence that an individual poses a risk to
other people, he or she should be able to
-continue attending school or work and be in
as normal an environment as possible.
Nersesian has been using Center for
Disease Control recommendations thus far
as a basis for his technical decisions and
that's been generally well-accepted by the
group. "Ninety-eight percent of the time we
use CDC rec6mmendatiorn,, whether it's on
measles vaccines, TB treatment, venereal
diseases, or whatever," he said. He continued, "The CDC says AIDS is not passed
in a casual fashion . We have no informa-

Besides the 14,000 currently diagnosed
cases, Pickus estimated that there are between 100,000 and 150,000. people with
AIDS Related Complex (ARC) and perhaps
as many as two million people who carry
the HTLV-III virus but show no signs of the
illness. Pickus emphasized that ifthe_HTLVIII virus was truly the cause of AIDS, then
everyone infected with the virus would have
AIDS. "This is not the case. The virus in
and of itself is not the cause of AlDS. There
are co-factors, probably other viruses," he
said.
.
As to the future course of AIDS, Dr.
Pickus estimates that even if we could stop
the transmission today the minimum number
of deaths is "probably in the vicinity of
100,000people in the next five years. "~He
explained that Dr. Gallo·, one of • the
discoverers of the HTL V-III virus, feels
there is no chance of a vaccine in the next

''Despite anecdotal reports, there is no breakthrough
in the treatment of AIDS right now.'' - Dr. Pickus

l.

Following Anderson, Dr. Pickus, who has
worked with several AIDS patients, spoke
about the history and current status of AIDS.
He said that although AIDS has existed in
this country only since 1978 and has claimed
only 7500 lives - a small number compared
to the number of people who die in
automobile accidents or by lesser known
diseases - the public awareness is extremely high. "Ninety-fLve percent of Americans
have heard of this disease . .. Never in
Western Civilization, in modern times, has
an illness had the imp_act . that this illness
has," he said.

several years and there will be no effective
therapy for people infected with the disease
for longer than that. ''Despite anecdotal
reports, there is no breakthrough in the treatment of AIDS right now," Pickus said.
In concluding his portion of the program
Dr. Pickus spoke of Stephen Jenteel . He
called Steve a "courageous fellow who took
the disease public.'' Pickus asked for a moment of silence for Steve who had ·died the
previous day.
.
Leroy Ouellette, a Registered Nurse at

--·~~~~~------------~----~~----------------~--------~
continued on page 5 .
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Housesitter(s) wanted - for country home
and 3 gay kitties over extended Thanksgiving weekend . Enjoy old-fashioned holiday
in quiet setting 25 miles north of Auburn Call Anne o,r Kay , 388-2921.
i ~ ,

Stephell J enteel
1953-1985
together about the medical and social
phenom~non ·called AIDS and made a
pledge that Steve's death would not be
without meaning.
Each month we worked, speaking out,
meeting, .planning, engaging people of
commitment and goodwill to create in
Portland an AIDS hotline which could ·
provide for Maine compassionate human
support, accurate up-to-date information,
and medical referrals as needed. Steve
encouraged every step and he died knowing that through him new life had be~n
created in this community, his community.
Steve came amongst us for only a brief
time. But he touched so many, so deeply.
During' his last interview in Syracuse, 27
September; Steve said: .
"l think I've .done as much as I can do,
and now it's time to go on to death." .
In his last letter to Portland several
days later, he said:
"Hang in there-the world needs more
people like you. Peace and love."

Stephen "Toy" Jenteel died on October
9 in Syracuse, New York. Toy became the
first person in Maine to be diagnosed with
AIDS last December. He fought Kappsi·'s
Sarcoma and other infections bravely ,
speaking openly with friends and the media
about his illness . Toy was remembered by
his friends at a memorial service at Our
Books on October 21st.
1-

-- --

-
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..If it were possible for us to se'e beyond
the present extent of our knowledge, and
a little further than the ramparts of surmise, perhaps we might endure our malaises
with greater confidence than our delights,
because they are the moinents when
something new enters us, something unknown; our senses become hushed in
abashed restraint, everything in us steps
back, a stillness comes into being, and
that which is now, which is no one knows,
stands in the midst and is silent."
So wrote the poet Rainer Maria Rilke
in 1904 and so I felt in early D_ecember
last year when I learned that my friend
"Toy" had been the first in Maine to be
diagnosed with the AIDS related cancer,
Kaposi Sarcoma. Ten months later Steve
died amidst friends in Syracuse, New
York. During those months we learned

For all ofus I say: Utinam somnia tua
plena rosarum sint. (May your dreams be
filled with roses.)

Zani

Roommate(s) wanted, M / F , to share 3
bdrm, intown apt. w / male grad student.
Great views, lots of space, parking and
more. $175 / month (incluqes heat, H20)
& utils. 772-8265. ·

Reporters/ correspondents
needed to participate in the exciting Our Paper collective.
Write rs from Bangor, August~,
Lewist-0n-Auburn; Ogunquit and
rural areas wanted to report on
political, social news and events in
your community. To help Our
Paper broaden its community base
and be a part of our important,
dynamic collective, write Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
Me. 04104.

Roommate Wanted - 25 year old gay
male looking for non-smoker to share 6
room apartment in Rosement section of
Portland. $150 per month plus heat and electricity . Call 761-4426. Ask for Peter .

PURPOSE

Woman- mid 30s looking for same to
shaty Yz house, sunny and spacious, in
nice· neighborhood off Pleasant Ave.
$300 / mo. Public relations professio nal
by day; yoga/ skier/ peace activist after
hours. Non-smoker a must. Call nights
and weekends, 773-6165.

Gay man seeks roommates, l or 2 femaies
preferred . Wonderful location on Big
Sebago. Private beach , washer and dryer ,
garage. $250. per morith .includes all but
phone . . 20 minutes' from Portland or
Lewiston . Call 892-7500 evenings . .
WANTED: Pre-1950 LARGE movie
posters and movie . :magazines. ALSO
WANTED: George Ger$hwin and Cole
Porter Movie/Broadway sheet music. Reply to : Box 8021 , North Hollywood, California 91608.

P.ERSONALS
Sensitive GWM open to friendship/possible relationship. You should be 30's, intelligent, trim, · masculine - essentially a
secure individual. Varied interests must include commitment to personal growth . Respond to advertiser #6, Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME. 04104.
Lesbian couple seeks friend (M or F) for
support, fun times , and a break from the
everyday grind. We are both working outside our home, gardeners i raising 13 year
old girl, monogamous , ne builder, one
cook, and enjoy low cost outdoor entertainment, dancing, dining. Live within one hour
of Portland . Respond to advertjser #7 , Our
Paper, P.O . Box 10744, Portland , ME.
04104 .

Saturday Eve. at Papa Joe's
10/ 19/ 85 You were at the bar, we made
eye contact a number of times. You a:re
attractive male, receding hairline, long
moustache-you sat at bar most of eve. I
am attractive GWM, 30's, natural strawberry blonde. Was automatically
attracted to you and genuinely interested
in meeting you. Please call Niel soon.
Massachusetts 617-593-1254 eve.

I .·

Help N e.e ded

OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Coll.ective, P:O. Box 10744,
Portland, Maine 04104. The
purpose of OUR PAPER is to serve
as a voice for lesbians ~nd gay men
in Maine. We wish the newspaper to
be a source of information, support
and affirmation, and a vehicle for
celebration, by and for members of
the lesb.ian and gay men's
communities. We want the paper to
reflect our diversity, as well.
EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publication any
material that broadens our understand
ing of our lifestyles and of each other.
Views and opinions appearing in thf
paper are those of the authors only.
·All material submittedJnust be signeo
and include an address ·and/or phone
number, so we can contact the autho
should we need to consider editorial
revisions. However, within the pages o1
the newspaper, articles can appear
anonymously, upon request, and strict
confidentiality will be observed. No
revisions or reJections of material will
occur without ·dialogue with the author.
We welcome and encourage all our
readers to submit material for
publication and share your comments,
criticisms and positive feelings with us.
Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue is
the 10th of the month.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
three years.- Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All ·submissions and
correspondence should be sent to OUR
PAPER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
Maine 04104.
Our Paper Collective
Fred Berger
Skip Brushaber
Alice Dunn
Diane Elze
Julia Flanagan
Phtl _Gautreau

graphiti
136 Commercial Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 773-0046

Barb Puls
Bruce Smith
Tom Sumner
P.S. Sutherland
Barbara Wood
Norm Brillant

SILKSCREENED

Roberta S. Kuriloff
-ATIORNEY-AT-LAW
ORLAND, MAINE

Deborah Ward, prop .
• v .. ,.~
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MAILING ADDRESS:
HCA 80, BOX 94A
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476

TELEPHONE:
581-1788

469-2063

547a Congress Street

Portland, Me. 04101

207-774-7599

Com.m.entary:

_

A Legacy To Be Proud Of
b~ :\orm Brillant
The closet has always been a con\'enient reads about thi s in school. that child has the
sanctuar.· for all of us at some time in our right to be proud about our beha\·ior through
]i\'eS. \\:e open the door. exposing small this tragedy. That kid should be reading that
pieces of oursel\'es to the outside . often afte r \\ e fought .the battle. supported one an~ther
sunset during protecti\·e hours of the night and were courageous and cautious enough
and then retreat to the safety of our self im- to make the lght decisions. That child
posed prison . until the need to breathe O\'er- deser.·es a suitable history. a legacy to be
whelms us again. If this sound rather like . proud of and an example to follow. This is
some cliche horror film. it is . Some of us our job.
It ·is our responsibility to future generaha\'e burned down that old fortress causing
shock and amazement . There is surprise in tions to make a tragedy as honorable as
possible . Let" s not withdraw from one
the fact that we can Sur\'ite at all free from
another. Let"s not allow ourselws to be
confines.
The AIDS epidemic has changed our·li\eS neglected . Let" s not allow a few to do all
in so many ways . Some are retreating. The the-work. Funding has been too long in comclosets are being locked from the inside . It"s . ing . There haYe been too man\' deaths. You
inhabitants push themselws as far into a cor- ca; still help and make an i~pression.
History books usually exclude us from the
ner as space will allow. There. amo ng the
old shoes and \'ears of dust. an isolated soul list of Holocaµst Yictims . Our numerous artrembles and. holds its breath in the tists and heroes are left to an assumed
claustrophobic air. Others are building new heterosexual existence as if we gaYe nothing
shelters from the ashes of the old while to to humanitY. We are always locked out. This
some there is no going back at -all. It is not countrv. h~s a conYenien"t wav
. of deleting
some of the truth and altering its self image .
e\'en a consideration.
Though AIDS is persistently referred to Did \'OU kno""· the United States sent boats
as a uni\'ersal disease. the media in our full ~f Jewish immigrants back to Hitler
country insists on associating it with when they requested refuge'? We also did
homosexuality . There was a time when it business with the man. Those facts were
simply omitted to let us look good. but it
would haYe been a noYe]ty if gays all turned
]a\..ender for a day so the world would know cannot be erased. Let"s not do the same to
our numbers . Now. like some distorted our own people and our pride .
You can 't be gay at your conYenience.
Twilight Zone reality. AIDS is coloring us
Not discussing AIDS or" acknowledging its
in death . It is a death that makes a screen
star"s life turn into sensationalized news and effect on us ,~·ill diminish reality . Making
giYes us all cause for fe.ar. The fears of this time a memory may be fo ng in coming.
death. persecution and abandonment haYe though we pray it end soon . Praying is a fine
always chased us. J,ust when you become ac- spiritual de\'ice. but our community needs
customed to it. totally anesthetized . it alters. more than that. Put some effort into the present for vourself so that the future generashape and pace.
The world· s history is garnished with tions wiil follow suit with their pr;blems .
It" s all right to be frightened. but it is of
wars . massacres. natural disasters and
plagues. Like these. AIDS is destined to value to no-one if that fear is used to carry
become an _unpleasant memory . But as we \'OU into the corner of a confined area. Think
reflect on humanity's past we cannot help about it. Before you ·retreat and unassumbut perceiYe \'ictims and Yictimizer without -inglv lock that door from inside. someone
disbelief. Years from now when a gay child is -n~iling it s'hut for you on the other.

-

"Maine Cares" Benefit
··\laine Cares .. will be the resounding theme of a major AIDS benefit to be he~d
Sunda\'. :\°oYember JO at 4 p.m. at the Checkerboard Lounge. 45 Danforth Street m
Portla~d. near Giobbi's Restaurant . The benefit tea dance is sponsored_ by Our Paper and
,\·ill benefit the \'arious AIDS projects of the Yiaine Health Foundation.
.
In addition to the newly established AIDS Line. the Yiaine Health Foundat10n ~l~ns
to produce public sen·ice TV announcements and safe sex pamphlets as well as prov1dmg
personal financial support to people_with AI~S.
.
.
.
The benefit will feature dance music by Khns Klark. female impersonator Flick Geh?g
and will be emceed.by Jane Cole Raftery. There will be speakers from the ga~· commumty
as well as concernect"supporters of all types . It is hoped that many people will be there to
show their compassion for the Yictims of tq.is terrible p(a~ue.
. ·
" Yiaine Cares" coordinator and Our Paper adYert1smg manager Alice . Dunn has
alread\' receiYed strong support from straight and gay owned b.usines_ses who _have
pro,·ided prizes for a huge raffle to be conducted-during_the benefit. The~e mclude dmner
for t,\·o at man\' restaurants. including Alberta's. CAnt1bes. and West Side Cafe. Brattlt;:
St. and man{ more. as well as season tickets' for the Portland Sta_ge Co'?pan~.
Soarborough ·Downs owner Joe Ricci has offered a prize of seYen evenmgs. ~1th f~ee
din~er and champagne at Scarborough Downs. along · with c~auffeu~ed lu"?ousme
transportation. Raffle tickets are aYailable for SI at many ar~a busmesses mcludmg O~r
Books. Woodfords Cafe. Good Egg Cafe. Tracy Johnson Fme Jewelry. a_nd Am~rylhs.
"We earnest I\· hope that Our Paper readers and their gay and straight fnei:ids will tl:1rn
out in force for this major benefit."said coordinator Ahce Dunn. Forfurther mformat10n
cont~ct Fred Berger at 773-5540 or Alice Dunn.
.
· The goal for the eYent is SJ0.000.00. Hope to see you there.

0
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AIDS Benefit Raffle
Sponsored by OUR PAPER

November 10, 1985 4 PM
The Checkerboard Lounge

All proceeds to benefit
Maine Heatth Foundation
Following Prlz• and Many, Many More.
• Alberta's-Dinner for Two

: • Good.Egp cate--Breakfast for Two
• Portland Wine & Cheese-lunch for
Two

· ~ b y Dana

• Ugg &Ewe-Qay Roastingl'ot
• Sapporo-Dinner for Two
• Model Foods-SI0.00 Gift Certificate
• Gay Symbolism in Stained GlassNorm Brilliant
:• Bottle of 1!11Q Chateau Margaux. Bob Nichols

• Madd Apple ta1e-Brunch for Two
• Ram Island Dance Co.-Two,Free
Tickets
• Walkabout-Footsie Roller & Pair of
Socks
• L'Antibes-Dinner Certificate
.• Better Scents-$10.00 Gift Certificate • Casco Bay Movers-Dance
• Communique's--$25.00
• Abacus Gallery-Standing Ceramic
• Our Books-$15.00
Vase-'Dancing Figures' by David
Brondo
• West Side Cafe-Dinner for Two
• Abaais Gallery-Baby Parasol
• Woodfords Cafe-Dinner for Two
Handblown Glass Lamp by George
• Chorus Line-Two Tteketsand Debra Provost
Anonymous
• Orphan Annie's-$50.00 Gift
• Graphitti Graphics-$50.00 Gift
CertificateCertificate
• Brattle Street Restaurant-Dinner
• Uptown Hair Qesigns-Haircut by
Certificate
both Designers
• Portland Stage Co.-Two Season
• Manassas Ltd.-$10.00
Ttekets
• Day's-Piece of Jewelry-Surprise • • Amaryllis-$50.00 Gift Certificat_
e
• Silks & Greenery-$10.00
• Dock Fore-$15.00 Li.Inch Certificate
• Cookie Lady-$10.00
• Tracy Johnson Fine Jewelry-A pair
• Longfellow Cruise-Pass for Two
of 14K Pink Triangle Studs
• Amigo's-Twelve Dollar Lunch
• Entre Nous-$20.00 for cocktails
• Purtlal'.1(1 Bike Exchange-$10.00

Lessons

Paul Stuart Photography
24 Exchange Street • Portland, Maine 04112

(207) 774-7188

AMARYLLIS
unique &. beautiful clothing
from everywhere

41 Exchange SL

Portland

An exciting new gallery
featuring the blown glass
of contempory
New England ar-tists.
The Stein Glass Gallery
Corner Milk & Market Sts.
Portland I 772-9072 ·

~~~~~Po:o:11, t:?_i_sco, Video!
,,.. ____,,.____~ Music & Dancing
-~~-~~~-~·

. ·

J$iNCt ~ E r r , ~ ~ ·
Come to our Hanoween Party,~- 31st - Trophies for Costumes .
Bob for Apples ·
·
Tues.-Wect. 1:0(H:15 free, $2 for rest of evening
Thursday-Pull Tab Night 1:00-1:15 $_
1., $3 for rest of evening.
Fri. a Sat.-$3 members, $4 non-members
. ~nday~$2 All Night

A . n n o u n c e i n e nt S!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

The Dog Ear Press announces the Maine
Novel Award for the best novel , previously unpublished, of any length or style, that
is set in Maine. The winning manuscript will
be published by Dog Ear Press quring the
summer of 1986. Deadline for submissions
is January 15, 1986. For more information
write to P.O. Box 143 , S. Harpswell , ME .
04079. '

On Sunday, Nov . 10th at4:00 there will
be an Aids Beiiefit T-Dance. All proceeds
will go the the Maine Health Foundation.
The event will be at the Checkerboard
Lounge on Danforth Street in Portland.
Entertainment will be provided as well as
alcoholic / non alcoholic beverages. The
cover will be $4.00 a person. A very large
raffle drawing will b~ held the same evening- look for your chance to purchase
some tickets at area gay businesses. You
won't want to miss this one!
The AIDS-Line answering machine has
been temporarily disconnected for service.
The Gay Health Action Committee
apologizes for the inconvenience. Live
volunteers will answer calls on Monday ,
Wedne~day , and Friday evenings from 7 to
10 pm. The AIDS-Line is closed on most
ho lidays.
TENTH ANNIVER SAR Y
CELEBRATION
The Women's Forum is celebrating its
tenth anniversary with a spaghetti dinner
on November 17th, from 5 pm to 8 pm at
the Woodford's.Congregational Church.
There will be entertainment, speakers
and guest appearances .from some of the
women who gave birth to the Forum ten
years ago . Come join in the fu n, everyone
is invited to attend. There will be a five
dollar donation or three dollars if you
bring along a book to add to our library
of feminist literature. Childcare will be
available and must be made in advance
by calling the Forum at 780-4083.

NO LIMITS FOR WOMEN
Celebration D ay
Sunday, November 3rd from noon
until 6 pm at the Luther Bonney Hall on
the U.S.M. campus there will be workshops and celebrations happening. Some
of the topics which will be addressed are:
Goal Setting, Body Awareness, Women in
Trades, Leadership and much more. There
will also be a workshop for men on Men's
Liberation. All men welcome.
The cost of the entire day is $10.00 per
person or $15.00 per couple with reservations. On the day of the conference the
prices will be $12.00 per person and
$17.00 per couple. For reservations and
information call 772-0266.
· Sponsored by the University Women's
Forum to benefit the No Limits for
Women Project, Re-Evaluation Counseling.
The second meeting to establish a
planning committee for the purpose of
creating a women's center in the Portland
area will be on Sunday, November 3rd at
noon at 137 Spring St., Apt. #1. Please
contact the Women's Forum for any
further information. 780-4083.

Gay Rights..Dinne~ to Honor
Sarton and Barry·
The Human Right; Camp.tlgn Fund has
announced pl~ns to honor poet May Sarton
and Mayor Marion Barry of Washington,
D .C. at the fourth annual New England
Human Rights Campaign Fund Dinner, to
be held on Friday evening, November 22 at
the ,Lafayette Hotel in downtown Boston.
Sarton, a resident of York , Maine, has had
books in print for nearly 50 years and has
been recognized as one of the first authors
to address gay themes in literature with
honesty and intelligence. Mayor Barry is
widely recognized as one of the most progressive mayors in the country on gay and
lesbian issues .
Among the special guests who will appear
at the dinner are Congressman Gerry Studds
(D-MA), Congressman Stewart McKinney
(R-CT) , Congressman Barney Frank (DMA) and Elaine Noble, the first openly gay
elected official in the nation . Special presentations will be made to five elected officials
from throughout New England who have
championed the cause of gay legislation over
the past year: City Councilman Malcolm
Farmer III of Providence, Rhode Island,
Senator Mary Najarian of Portland, Maine ,
Alderman Peter Lackowski of Burlington,
Vermont; State Representative Byron
Rushing of Boston, and State Representative
Linda J. Kushner of Providence, Rhode

Island. Singer-songwriter Lesley Gore will
make a special guest appearance at the
dinner.
The Human Rights Campaign Fund is a
national political action committee (PAC)
which contributes to Congressional candictates who support gay and lesbian rights.
HRCF has recently launched the AIDS
Campaign Trust, which provides financial
support to candidates who support full funding for AIDS research and eciucation , and
is the only national PAC focused on the
federal government's response to AIDS.
Eric Rofes , chairperson of the New
England Committee said, " With Congress
making such important decisions impacting
on the lives of gay men and l~sbians, it' s important for us to have one well-funded , wellorganized political action committee working for us in Washington , D.C. Especially
.with the Radical Right pumping millions into
national elections, it's vital for pr0gressive
/ people to support the work of.the Campaign
Fund .''
.
The dinner is priced at $150 or $500 a
plate and people wishing to obtain an invitation or additional information should call
(61 7) 524-0804 or write HRCF - NEW
ENGLAND, P.O. Box 1430, Back Bay Annex, Boston, MA 02117.
· 1~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The question and answer period following the speakers covered a variety of topics .
Maine Medical Center in Portland , was the
One concern expressed by Dr. Pickus is the
evening's third speaker. Ouellette said that
impending crisis in the insurance industry
since January there has been ' 'pretty much
because of the high costs of treating AIDS
at all times the presence of a full-blown case
patients. Pickus said that in order to protect
of AIDS , or AIDS Related Complex , or a
themselves insurers are considering such
person with a positive antibody screen for
steps as requiring all men under 45 years of
AIDS hospitalized as a patient on our
age who live alone or with another man to
floor." Ouellette described the changes be
take the HTL V-III antibody test or face
has seen in the way in which these patients
cancellation of their insurance. He cited this
have been treated by health care providers.
as one example of how the HTLV-III anHe said that initially the presence of persons
with AIDS was treated with a great deal of tibody test is being misused for another purpose than its intended purpose of screening
fear , but with time and a great deal of trainblood donations . .
ing he has seen attitudes change considerably
Several people spoke of the necessity for
to the point where now some nurses are askpublic education, particularly among
ing to be assigned to the care of AIDS pateenagers . Leroy Ouellette said he felt that
tients. "These nurses have conquered their
teenagers are very much at risk. He pointed
own fear to reach out to recognize the need
out that while gonorrhea has decreased
that exists in these hurting people . .. to intervene very effectively in ways which among all other segments of the population,
alleviate these patients' suffering ," he said. it is epidemic among teenagers. "AIDS is
Ouellette told the story of one AIDS patient bound to surface in that population ,"
who said , "1 never expected in a million Ouellette said.
Dr. Pickus added, " We have got to stop
years that a nurse would be rubbing my back
if I came in with this disease . '' ' 'This has playing charades with sex . . . We think it 's
been more the rule than the exception-:- and painful to talk about gay sex or heterosexual sex when they ' re having anal intercourse
with bare hands ," Ouellette said.
Ouellette spoke of the ''face of AIDS ,' ' - incidentally , anal intercouse is not just for
describing , for example, the person with gay men , it is for heterosexuals on a very
pneumocystis pneumonia who is admitted to common level , and therefore just as
the hospital with one-third the normal transmissable ... We have to start talking
capacity to absorb oxygen. He reports see- abut anal intercourse, because no one wants
ing more instances in which the AIDS virus to believe that anyone does that r certainly
attacks the central· nervous system, where your mother never did it.' ' Several people
the person " loses all capacity to think , to . expressed their fear that there will be
reason, to respond in any meaningful way. '' resistance to talking about these things in the
Ouellette said that blindness is one of the school system.
Leroy Ouellette closed the evening on a
chief consequences of AIDS , although the
use of experimental medication at Maine positive note by commenting on the many
fine people he has seen emerge to face the
Medical Center has successfully arrested
AIDS crisis in a loving , caring way.
·
blindness in two AIDS patients.

tion so fa r to show it is passed casually. That
means a kid with AIDS can attend school
without too much diffi~ulty, and people can
work , whether they are social workers,
waiters, people like you and me . sitting
across from each other at a desk.' '
When questioned on the Administration's
position should ~omeone be fired , Davies
stated , "I've· al ready talked with Pat Ryan
from the Human Rights Commission. She's
already had some conversations with her
board, and our sense is that based on what
we' ve seen so far,. there would be a case of
perceived handicap _and a cause for action
available to the person through the Maine
Human Rights Commission." However ,
Our Paper commented that an employer
could legally fire someone with AIDS by
stating he or she is being fired bec;mse they
are gay or suspected of being gay, Davies
stated, "Yes, it would be true. "
. Our Paper asked Nersesian if he foresaw
the state putting money into public educa-

JEAN K. STICKNEY

tion on AIDS . He responded, "In the very
near future . We are in the process right now
of hiring a health educator who will do
nothing but deal with public questions on
AID~.'' According to Nersesian, the·Bureau
also has plans to go_to the Legislature in
January for funds for AIDS education and
counseling .
The major issues facing the Interdepartmental Committee right now are union
demands which , 'according to Nersesian, include the sharing of names with all staff of
all patients with AIDS in institutions, education, protective· clothing wherever it's
necessary , and whether testing should be
used across-the-board in some settings.
''Obviously the issues of confidentiality and
testing are the stickiest, '' Nersesian
commented .
The first meeting of the Working Group
will be on November 6. Our Paper has been
unable as yet to confirm a report that Anderson and McCormick will be there with bells
on .
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And don't miss our Big Halloween Party
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GPA Update

Gay Men's Support Group

numbers sensi tive to lesbian/gay health and
The G.P.A. office has settled down to
legal issues. If you are in need of a referral
regular business after staff .changes and a
fo r any of these se rvices we can help you .
he~tic Autumnfest weekend. The following
Call us at . 780-4085 .
is a quick update o'f our current groups and
During' Octobe r'we sponsored two maj or
activities.
eve nts. On Octobe r 22nd. Howard Wel sh
This year' s co-directors are Laura Smith
. and Charlie Dwyer. both seasoned veterans spoke on various aspects of the AIDS crisis.
of past G.P.A . events. Work study positions Mr. Welsh is a member of the Gay Men' s
Health Crisis .of New York City. His discusfor peer counselors (female and· male) and
sion ef!compassed community involvement
a graphic artist are still open. Any student
with work study who is interested in one of and issues surrounding the disease. outside
these positions should contact the G. P.A. of- of the hospital. The issue of racism was the
subject of a three-day wo.rkshop that took
fice as soon as possible. The new office
manager is Terri Jones. a first-year law place on Oct. 25. 26 and 27 on the USM
student.
·
ca mpus . Sponso red by many · campus
The tallies are in for Autumnfest weekend groups. including the Gay People 's
Alliance. it featured workshops and lectures
(Sept. 20-22) . The events - dance. dinner.
run. streetfair and cruise - raised 5750 .00 designed·to break down racism. It is a pro. after expenses for the various charities ject of the People 's Institute for Survival and
Beyond , a group which strongly believes
responding to the AIDS crisis.
. The G .P.A. would like to thank the Har- · that racism must be eradicated before the
bor Masters for their sponsorship of the necessary coalitions can be built to bring
weekend's events and the Portland Chapter about just and peaceful solutions to domestic
ofN.O.W. for its support of the 1st Annual and international problems .
Currently there are three groups meeting
Autumnfest Classic .
After wrapping up the Autumnfest regularly for discussion and support: Friday
weekend, the office has settled to some up- night discuss.ion group (every Friday.
dating and housecleaning chores. One on- 7-9PM . 92 Bedford St .. Portland) . Various
going process is the revision of our topics. open discussions and · speakers.
300-person mailing list. We hope to make Men 's support group (Tuesday evenings.
this resource into a viable tool for network- 6- 7: 30PM). Facilitated support/therapy
ing and publicity . One important part of this group. Call our office for more information .
process is finding new names to add to our Lesbian/Gay Parents support group (Monlist. If you are interested in receiving day, 7:00PM, 92 Bedford St. , Portland) .
periodic mailings from the G.P .A. ple,1se fill Deals with issues of parenting , dealing with
out the address blank in our ad in this issue ex-spouses, etc .
The G.P.A. office is open to everyone.
of Our Paper.
We are also in the process of updating our If you have any questions or need to talk ,
referral files, which consists of doctors , stop by our office at 92 Bedford St. or call
lawyers, counselors, therapists and hotline us.

THE MAINE.
HEALTH FOUNDATION
The major provider of funds for
. Maine's Al.OS HOTLINE

The Gay People ·s Alliance is sponso ring
a second gay men· s support group . The
group presently in existence has pr<?ven itse lf
successful in meeting its goals and objectives. The new group will begin around the
first of December on Monday evenings from
6 to 7:30 p.m. The exact date and lccation
will be"'announced at a later date. The group
will consist of ten members with a facilitator
and will meet once a week for a period of
twelve weeks. At that time the group will
open itself to new members . There will be
a 55.00 per member. per evening fee . Bert
LeClair will be facilitating the group and
may be reached through G.P.A . or at
775-1259 for sc reening or to answe r any
questions about the group .
The support group i5 designed for gay

men to share their trial s. tribulations. areas
of concern. strengths and weaknesses and
to act as a mutual support· system . The group
will develop its ow n norms. goals. and
objectives.
A support group is distinguished from a
discussion group in that it will not be open
to new members once there is a membership of ten men. The group will allow
members to develop relationships with each
other free from inhibitions usually created
in open-ended groups where members ar~
allowed to enter on a weekly basis. This setting allows for se lf-disclosu re. free flow of
communication and growth through a process that results from trust and support in
a closed support group where confidentiality is upheld . ·

Gay Historian to Speak
at USM
The mid-1980s is not the first time that
concern cl.bout child abuse has erupted as a
national issue in the United States . On
November 5th. at the University of Southern
Maine. George Chauncey. a Yale University doctoral candidate in History. will
report on the panic .aQut "sex crimes ..
against children and women which seized
much oJthe nation during the decade following World War II.
According to Chauncey, the widespread
distress resulted in the increasing power of
psychiatrists to intervene in trials of sexual
behavior. As a result the public was led to
a growing concern about homosexuals in
their mid~t. The image of the gay man as
cllild molester was created and used to
justify intense police crackdowns. All of this
helped set the stage for the emergence of
anti-homosexual politics as a central part of
Cold War campaigns against nonconformity. Entitled ''The National Panic over Child
Murder & the Construction of Cold War
Sexual Ideology . 1947 253. ·· 1he lecture \.\/ill

relate these past events to the current panic
over child abuse. and over AIDS .
This public address is being co-sponsored
by several units of the Univer'sity: the
History Dept. and Social WorkDept. (both
of the College of Arts and Sciences).
Women's Studies. Gay People's Alliance ,
the Public Information Research Group
(PIRG), and the Women 's Forum.
Among the publications in- which
Chauncey has been published are the Journal of Social History and Gay Community
News. He is currently co-editing an anthology on lesbian and gay history, ;md
writing a history of gay issues in New York
City , 1870-1970.
Chauncey's lecture is scheduled for 4
p .m. on Tuesday. November 5th. in Room
302 CRAS. (That is the building which
houses both the UM Law School and the
USM Center for Research and ·Advanced
Study.) The lecture is free. and open to the
public . Wine. cheese and cider will be
served.
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on: Thursday, November 14th, 8 p.m. ·
at: Port/arid Lyric Theatre, Sawyer St., South Portland
Following the performance there will be a
MEET THE CHORUS LINE CAST RECEPTION
All of this ca Great Show and Reception for
only s 70 per person
The proceeds from this benefit will go toward funding for the MAINE
AIDS HOTLINE and other AIDS related activities of the Maine
Health Foundation .
You may purchase tickets now by iii ling out the coupons below and sending
in your payment and the ticket(s) will be mailed to you. Don't miss this
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775-2246

762A Congr,ess St., Portland
(across from the Roma Cafe)

Piece of the Rock
From the Planning Committee
of Symposium x,11
As organizers of the 1986 Maine Symposium, the women and men of Northern
Lambda Nord would like you to know what
we ' re planning for Symposium XIII . This
is the first time that the annual Maine gathering is taking place in a location other than
on the Orono or Portland campuses of the
· University of Maine. We ' re doing things a
bit differently this year, and we think you ' ll
like what's planned .
Sympos~um XIII will be held on the Presque Isle campus of the University of Maine
over the three-day Memorial Day weekend.
your registration fee will include the usual
workshops , discussion groups , opening and
closing sessions , and numerous films . But
this year your registration fee will also
include:
** Friday night piano lounge, where you
· can relax and socialize after your
arrival
** Saturday evening Dinner-Theatre, with ,
a choice of meat or meatless meal and
some very unique locid talent
** Saturday night ·dance
** Sunday morning brunch
** Sunday night dance
We've modified the "sliding scale"
registration fee . Symposium XIII will be $10
for seniors and students, and $15 (or more
if you can) for everyone else. We're instituting a "work exchange" program for·
those who cannot afford the registration details will be forthcoming .
Because the number of people in the
Bangor-Orono and Portland areas is large ,
Symposium housing has traditionally been
free , -since billeting has been provided in
people's homes. But here in the country , only a small number of " Lambs " live in the
Presque Isle-Caribou area, and for us to
house the ·numbers of people we expect at
Symposium XIII would be impossible. Instead , we ' ve arranged for the use of an en. tire dormitory on the University of
Maine/Presque Isle campus , at the rate of
$7 per night, double occupancy. (This in0000000

· eludes linen , blanket, pillow , and towels.)
We feel the advantages to these ~ousing arrangements are many .
Because registrants' housing at previous
Symposia has been available for no charge ,
what we 'd like to do is ... buy the dorm!
That's right ., We're starting a " Buy the
Dorm'' campaign to raise money so we can
provide housing for as little cost as possible. If we can raise $1000 by January 15 ,
the cost for housing will be $5 per night; if
we raise $2000, it will be $3 per night arid $3000 will lower the cost to only $1 per
night. Our goal is to make Symposium Xlll
within everyone's financial means.
We ' re asking every gay and lesbian
organization in Maine to help reduce the
.housing cost for Symposium XIII by holding
a "Buy the Porm" fundraising event during the next two months. We' re asking ev,ery
lesbian- and gay-owned business to contribute what you can to "Buy the Dorm" :
And we ' re asking individuals who can help
to please contribute to the "Buy the Dorm' '
campaign. Donations of any amount are
appreciated.
Please contact Sympositlm XIII today if
you'd like to help . Donations should be sent
no later than January 15, 1986, and made
payable to "Northern Lambda Nord/Buy the
Dorm Fund ' ' , and sent to the address below.
Northern Lambda Nord is a group whose
membership is drawn from a much more
rural and isolated area than the rest of the
state, whose members are from both Maine
and New Brunswick, and from both Englishand French-speaking communities. You 'II
see all of this reflected in the literature,
events, and activities during Symposium
XIII. Please join us in Presque Isle May ·
23-26, 1986.
If you'd like to be on the Sym~sium XIlI
mailing l'ist, send 9our name, rAfiiling address, and contact phone to: SYMPOSIUM
XIII , POB 990, Caribou 04736-0990 .
Thank you .
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by Norman Brilliant
I once had a simpler perception of the
world. Everything that occupied my field of
vision belonged to no one else. I was more
selfish then and more self involved. At least
I hope that today , twenty-five years later,
I am not as myopic as I was when I was a
boy. Childhood was a time when I had no
past to reflect upon and the future was anticipated with disregard. There was never
anything as important as today and that day
was of even less value than the immediacy
of this very second and the passion that overwhelmed it. Now , before I do anything I
take into consideration so many things it's
a surprise the dog gets fed.
Being nostalgic has a very real way of
misplacing you in time. Reflections can
cause an intensely traumatic situation to appear ridiculous or transform a simple gesture
into sentiment that causes tears. Memories
are made of this and other lies.
What really shocks me is that with every
passing day my library of recollections increases and the days to come decrease in
number by one. My mother tells me that
even when I was a kid I was this depressing
and she'll be glad when I grow " down. "
It's not a very optimistic view, unless you
cherish the past as much as you value what
approaches. I do, with the exception of a
certain decade.
Rock Hudson is dead. After a celebrated
career and a sensationalized, mediaexploited illness with AIDS his life ·is over
to the .area where nothing survives but the
memories and those remain only for the.living. There are mixed blessings in his death .
Rumors of his sexuality surfaced creating
controversies that robbed his privacy . But
his being a celebrity brought an awareness
that was desperately needed along with funding. That and his movies are his legacy.
His legacy to me came that twenty-five years
ago.
I told no one about my homosexuality until I was eightee·n. That individual guessed ,
although his perception is · in no way to be
interpreted as genius. I would never date
anyone smarter than me . I have, however,
faked it when convenjent. I recognized my
difference almost as far back as memory
itself. The silence I determined to keep was
not so much to spare myself ridicule as it
was to stop anyone from taking away the
feelings themselves. If God could create it
who was I to deny the source?
Children have dreams and imagination an
adult caQ only envy. Maturing alters the
simplicity of a mind that deals with the .
wor:ld on first impressions. It is an instinct
we learn lo neglect and forgel how to
employ when we need it the most . During
puberty my instincts gave me knots in the
abdomen whenever I saw Rock Hudson.
There were many public personalities I
was drawn to. That's what being a star is
all about. Yet, I am forced to· recall most
of their names since they and their careers
have dissipated. -~hat e~ er . happe~~~ !2.

Steve Reeves? He used to play Hercules and
make me sit quietly in a chair. I simply .
couldn ·t get out of my seat without embarrassment and probable controversy . I fantasized about being embraced by men on the
other side of a glass tube. I dreamed about
how those warm bodies might be alone in
my room, never taking those dreams beyond
an embrace for lack of experience. Being
held was enough then ; today I need
accessories .
It's difficult to remember Rock Hudson
without associating him with Doris Day .
The films they made together were relatively
few in his total career, but those inane, light
comedies stereotyped an actor who was
quite versatile and handsome enough to be
leading man and a box office draw in a
variety of roles. He should have gotten an
academy award for his consistently good interpretations of the perfect straight man.
Hollywood molded Hudson on film and in
life so that he would accommodate public
view. It could not have been easy to marry
against the grain, but he obliged. The things
we do for love.
From movies like Giant, Ice Station
Zebra , Pillow Talk and various · television
roles he was sufficient. Hudson was never
an actor's actor, but critical prominence has
nothing to do with popularity , It certainly
libido. He has
had nothing to do with
been the most enduring of my infantile
sources for lust.
.
Out of app~eciation, long past infatuation,
I watched whatever he chose to do.
Sometimes with indifference. He never
chose controversial roles: I can 't remember
him playing a homosexual like Robert Redford in Inside Daisy Clover or Pacino in Dog
Day Afternoon. He never risked his career,
but sometimes he did the unanticipated. In
Seconds, a John Frankenheimer film, Hudson played a man given new life through
plastic surgery. While not a great film, it is
in no way typical Rock Hudson. Seconds has
some terrifying moments . That sci-ti thriller
and the Martian Chronicles are my two
favorites .and I am not -a sci-fi buff.
Rock Hudson's death by AIDS provoked
suspicions about his private life, but it brings
a situation to surface, unrelated to sexuality , that few of us perceive. With
mathematical regularity the virus is taking
life. That alone is cause for alarm . It is also
wiping our community of individuals who
have or will have enormous contributions to
make in a multitude of fields . Today it could
be a cook or a writer . It may be a person
too young to have chosen a career. The impact these people might make and the
benefits we could have from their work will
never be realized. One AIDS victim might
even have been a good screen star some day .
Hudson was good , but in a time of so much
mediocrity from Hollywood being only good
is more than enough to make you
memorable. I remember well.. .
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From the Planning Committee
of Symposium x,11
As organizers of the 1986 Maine Symposium, the women and men of Northern
Lambda Nord would like you to know what
we're planning for Symposium XIII . This
is the first time that the annual Maine gathering is taking place in a location other than
on the Orono or Portland campuses of the
· University of Maine. We're doing things a
bit differently this year, and we think you 'II
like what's planned.
Symposium XIII will be held on the Presque Isle campus of the University of Maine
over the three-day Memorial Day weekend.
Your registration fee will include the usual
workshops, discussion groups, opening and
closing sessions, and numerous films. But
this year your registration fee will ~lso i1wlude:
** Friday night piano lounge, where you
can relax and socialize after your
arrival
** Saturday evening Dinner-Theatre, with a choice of meat or meatless meal and
some very unique local talent
** Saturday night ·dance
** Sunday morning brunch
** Sunday night dance
We've modified the " sliding scale"
registration fee . Symposium XIII will be $10
for seniors and students, and $15 (or more
if you can) for everyone else. We ' re instituting a '' work exchange'' program for·
those who cannot afford the registration details will be forthcoming.
Because the number of people in the
Bangor-Orono and ·Portland areas is large ,
Symposium housing has traditionally been
free, -since billeting has been provided in
people 's homes. But here in the country, only a small numbe~ of "Lambs" live in the
Presque Isle-Caribou area, and for us to
house the ·numbers of people }Ve expect at
Symposium XIII would be impossible. Instead, we've arranged for the use of an en. tire dormitory on the University of
Maine/Presque Isle campus, at the rate of
$7 per night , double occupancy . (This inI

· eludes linen, blanket, pillow , and towels.)
We feel the advantages to these housing arrangements are many .
Because registrants' housing at previous
Symposia has been available for no charge,
what we'd like to do is . . .buy the dorm!
That's right.\ We're starting a "Buy the
Dorm'' campaign to raise money so we can
provide housing for as little cost as possible. If we can raise $1000 by January 15,
the cost for housing will be $5 per night; if
we raise $2000, it will be $3 per night arid $3000 will lower the cost to only $1 per
night. Our goal is to make Symposium XIII
within everyone's financial means.
We're asking every . gay and lesbian
organization in Maine to help reduce the
housing cost for Symposium XIlI by holding
a "Buy the Porm" fundraising event during the next two months. We're asking ev.ery
lesbian- and gay-owned business to contribute what you can to "Buy the Dorm":
And we ' re asking individuals who can help
to please contribute to the "Buy the Dorm''
campaign. Donations of any amount are
appreciated.
Please contact Symposium XIII today if
you ' d like to help . Donations should be sent
no later than January 15, 1986, and made
payable to "Northern Lambda Nord/Buy the
Dorm Fund", and sent to the address below.
Northern Lambda Nord is a group whose
membership is drawn from a much more
rural and isolated area than the rest of the
state, whose members are from both Maine
and New Brunswick, and from both English·and French-speaking communities. You'll
see all of this reflected in the literature,
events, and activities during Symposium
XIII. Please join us in Presque Isle May
23-26 , 1986.
.
If you 'd like to be on the Symposium XIII
mailing fist, send your name , mailing atldress, and contact phone to: SYMPOSIUM
XIII, POB 990, Caribou 04736-0990.
Thank you .
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of the Rock -~

by Norman Brilliant
I once had a simpler perception of the
world . Everything that occupied my field of
vision belonged to no one else. I was more
selfish then and more self involved. At least
I hope that today , twenty-five years later,
I am not as myopic as I was when I was a
boy. Childhood was a time when I had no
past to reflect upon and the future was anticipated with disregard. There was never
anything as important as today and that day
was of even less value than the immediacy
of this very second and the passion that overwhelmed it. Now, before I do anything I
take into consideration so many things it's
a surprise the dog gets fed .
Being nostalgic has a very real way . of
misplacing you in time . Reflections can
cause an intensely traumatic situation to appear ridiculous or transform a simple gesture
into sentiment that causes tears. Memories
are made of this and other lies.
What really shocks me is that with every
passing day my library of recollections increases and the days to come decrease in
number by one. My · mother tells me that
even when I was a kid I was this depressing
and she'll be glad when I grow "down. "
It's not a very optimistic view, unless you
cherish the past as much as you value what
approaches. I do, with the exception of a
certain decade.
Rock Hudson is dead. After a celebrated
career and a sensationalized, mediaexploited illness with AIDS his life ·is over
to the .area where nothing survives but the
memories and those remain only for the.living. There are mixed blessings in his death .
Rumors of his sexuality surfaced creating
controversies that robbed his privacy . But
his being a celebrity brought an awareness
that was desperately needed along with funding. That and his movies are his legacy .
His legacy to me came that twenty-five years
ago.
I told no one about my homosexuality until I was eighteen. That individual guessed,
although his perception is in no way to be
interpreted as genius. I would never date
anyone smarter than me. I have, however,
faked it when convenjent. I recognized my
difference almost as far back as memory
itself. The silence I determined to keep was
not so much to spare myself ridicule as it
was to stop anyone from taking away the
feelings themselves . If God could create it
who was I to deny the source?
Children have dreams and .imagination an
adult caq only envy. Maturing alters the
simplicity of a mind that deals with the
wodd on first impressions. It is an instinct
we learn lo negiect and forget how to
employ when we need it the most. During
puberty my instincts gave me knots in the
abdomen whenever I saw Rock Hudson.
There were many public personalities I
was drawn to. That's what being a star is
all about. Yet, I am forced to· recall most
of Uieir_names since they and their careers
have dissipated. -~hat e~er . happe~~~ !1:2

Steve Reeves? He used to play Hercules and
make me sit quietly in a chair. I simply .
couldn ·t get out of my seat without embarrassment and probable. controversy. I fantasized about being embraced by men on the
other side of a glass tube. I dreamed about
how those warm bodies might be alone in
my room, never taking those dreams beyond
an embrace for lack of experience. Being
held was enough then; today I need
accessories.
It's difficult to remember Rock Hudson
without associating him with Doris Day.
The 'films they made together were relatively
few in his total cart;:er, but those inane, light
comedies stereotyped an actor who was
quite versatile and handsome enough to be
leading man and a box office draw in a
variety of roles. He should have gotten an
academy award for his consistently good interpretations of the perfect straight man.
Hollywood molded Hudson on film and in
life so that he would accommodate public
view. It could not have been easy to marry
against the grain, but he obliged. The things
we do for love.
From movies like Giant, Ice Station
Zebra , Pillow Talk and various television
roles he was suffi~ient. Hudson was never
an actor's actor, but critical prominence has
nothing to do with popularity , It certainly
had nothing to do with
libido. He has
been the most enduring of my infantile
sources for lust.
Out of app~eciation, long past infatuation,
I watched whatever he chose to do.
Sometimes with ·indifference. He never
chose controversial roles~I can't remember
him playing a homosexual like Robert Redford in Inside Daisy Clover or Pacino in Dog
Day Afternoon. He never risked his career,
but sometimes he did the unanticipated. In
Seconds, a John Frankenheimer film, Hudson played a man given new life through
pla.stic surgery . While not a great film , it is
inno way typical Rock Hudson. Seconds has
some terrifying moments . That sci-fi thriller
and the Martian Chronicles are my two
favorites .and I a·m not -a sci-fi buff.
Rock Hudson's death by AIDS provoked
suspicions about his private life , but it brings
a situation to surface, unrelated to sexuality , that few of us perceive. With
mathematical regularity the virus is taking
life. That alone is cause for alarm. It is also
wiping our community of individuals who
have or will have enormous contributions to
make in a multitude of fields. Today it could
be a cook or a writer . It may be a person
too young to have chosen a career. The impact these people might make and the
benefits we could have from their work will
never be realized . One AIDS victim might
even have been a good screen star some day .
Hudson was good , but ifl a time of so much
mediocrity from Hollywood being only good
is more than enough to make you
memorable . I remember well ...
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~Our ·People~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Responding to AIDS in MaineAn Interview with Gay Health Activists
by Elze
While the Foundation focuses_ on fund raisI interviewed Al Nickerson, the President
of the Maine Health Foundation; and Gary ing, the Gay Health Action Committee could
Anderson, a member of the Gay Health Ac- be seen as the ''activist arm ' ' of gay health
tion Committee and the Coordinator of the activities in the community . The AIDS-Line
new AIDS-Line, just about a week before provides infor mation, support and referrals
Toy died . After the interview was over, we to people whose lives are affected by AIDS
chuckled about how difficult it had been. and/or who simply want infor mation. Cur(We hardly chuckled in the thick of it, rently, about twelve trained people work the
however.) Later, we figured out the difficul- line with about five more people ready to
ty was primarily due to hav ing different beg in training. Anderson is the " paid "
agendas which we thought we had made Coordinator of the line (one of those posiclear to each other prior to the interv iew , tions where you actually do make about 2C
but apparently we hadn 't. Also, since so an hour). ·
many of the issues surrounding AIDS are
DE: What motivates each of you to do
controversial , such as whether or not to have
HTL V-III testing, both Gary and Al felt what you' re doing around AIDS?
AN : I fo und it very difficult to deal with
restricted in giving their opinions because
of the positions they hold in doing AIDS the AIDS cris is. It seemed like such an.un. necessary waste of life. There were too
work within the community.
Whatever struggle we went through that many people dying . Even when·we began ,
night seems much less important now , one with too little knowledge, it just seemed so
week after Toy died , as I sit here about to wasteful and one of the problems was a lack
transcribe the tape. I'm reminded that of knowledge. Education had to be done
whatever the social, political or medical within the gay and lesbian community in
issue is we' re talking about around AIDS , Maine. Where thi~gs were very active in
ultimately we' re talking about the death of New York , San Francisco, there was almost
friend s, acquaintances, members of our nothing here in Maine. That was our original
community.. I feel angry. Angry at the pain beginning - to-educate ourselves and then
that has gone on and that will go on as we to educate others. We soon found it takes
and our comrades experience the effects of money to do that. We realized we needed
this disease. I want to wake up and have it a money component because we had to
separate the politics from everything else if
all be over before it goes any furtfier .
I also feel hopeful. Hopeful that we will we wanted to get tax -exempt, non-profit
continue to respond to this disease and the status. We based ourselves on ,the Gay
many i~sues it poses with integrity, care , Men 's Health Crisis in New York as a funconcern , respect, and insight. In memory of d.raising arm for education in Maine .
.But getting back to what motivated me Toy, and of all the members of our community who are living with , who have lived When you find you ' re stupid and you know
with , and who will live with AIDS , I want you're stupid , and you know you ' re in trouto share some words I found in my search ble, you talk and see how many other people are stupid around you amf when you al}
for something special I could offer up.
find you're stupid, you try to educate
yourselves and that' s really how it began.
" ... if we do not all stand together, helpA whole bunch of people began to realize
ing always whomever is singled out for
there
was a major problem somewher(? that
punishment, our effectiveness will end.
could
conceivably affect us and that we
To stand together is going to be hard.
knew absolutely nothing about and we began
Our movement is composed of all kinds
to find different people who had little tidof groups and all kinds of individuals.
bits
of information here and there that we
It is certain that many of us will make
began
accumulating.
all kinds of mistakes... We must certainMy
knowledge
had come from Time and
ly be frank with each other when we
Newsweek
.
Way
back
when, in talking with
disagree, but my plea is that we not
of
the few people I was
others,
I
found
that
begin to be afraid of any of us and, in
talking
with
,
I
was
the
most knowledgeable
a panic, try to wish any of us out of the
based
on
info
rmation
coming
out of Time
picture. We will need every one of us.
and
Newsweek!
I
said
to
myself,
" There's
We are all part of one another."
a
real
problem
when
I
know
so
little
and so
- Barbara Deming - civil rights
many
others
know
so
much
less,
and
I'm
worker, anti-war activist, lesbian,
getting
my
information
out
of
the
regular
feminist, peace activist, author - in
weekly magazines!"
,
a speech delivered in 1967 when acGA
:
Two
things
motivated
me - Richard
cepting the Annual Peace Award of the
Steinman, and , indirectly, a person whom
War Resistor 's League.
I never met who died this past May from
AIDS . Late last year I was heading into my
Though Barbara at the time was referring senior year in college in social work and
· to the challenges facing the anti-war move- from my association with Richard I realized
ment, the feaf felt by many of what would there was more to social work than just havhappen when the government stepped up its ing a 9 to 5 job. I also had the idea in the
repression , I feel the words-have meaning back of my head of somehow getting infor us today as we face the AIDS crisis . volved in the gay community , but I wasn't
What seems most important today is that we exactly sure how to do that. My first try at
as a community are trying to find effective doing so was to write an article for Our
ways to care for each other and help each Paper on New Year 's, Portland and I
other live and die with dignity . To borrow thought I might get i;wolved with the paper.
a phrase from Al , of that we can be " enorWell , my lover' s ex-lover, Jim, was livmously proud" .
ing with a man named Tom and Tom had
The Maine Health Foundation, a seven- AIDS. Jim would call us once in awhile and
member board, is , to quote from its state- tell us what was going on . They were livment " an organization addressing the ing on the West Coast. It always blew my
special health concerns of Maine 's gay and lover a:nd I away . We had just celebrated our
lesbian community through preventative third anniversary and we'd wonder if we 'd
health education and financial support." Its have a-future! It was so sad that Jim had just
,goals include the elimination of venereal met this person. They hadn't been together
diseases, AIDS , and substance abuse in the very long before the diagnosis was made and
gay and lesbian community. Incorporated every time he called, Tom was ohe step.
about a year and a half ago , the Foundation closer to the grave .
. .is the primary funding source of the_ Gay
When I first took my step out and wrote
Health Action Committee and the AIDS- that article and felt positive about coming
Line.
out int~ the gay community in a more ac-
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Gary Anderson, Coordinator of the AIDS-Line~
tive sense, it was easier to start formulating
GA : I was talking to someone last night
another way of getting involved . One night from Rochester, New York who will be
Jim called and said Tom was going in for presenting at the October 23rd AIDS concancer treatments and his hair was falling ference and she said she 's in a kind of
out and we said , " Let's do something." We culture shock by being here in Maine - that
both got involved in the Gay Health Action Maine is three years behind what she 's
Committee . It seemed logical to start doing already gone through - working with peosomething with AIDS .
ple with AIDS , seeing people die , seeing
DE: Do you see more people becoming people with this diagnosis trying to make it
involved, more people caring?
on their own out in the community. She has
AN : ;f,he more AIDS deaths affect you , seen the health care workers go through the
the more involved you get. We've seen that pani<;:, the fear, the ignorance and the denial.
time and time again. Sooner or later we ' re She said it's like traveling back in time.
all going to "come out" with this one.
AN : You mention health care workers.
That's what's hal?pened in every other place What do we do here in our own communi- in New York, in San Francisco.
ty , also, with our own people? One of the

"When you find you're stupid and you know you're
stupid, and you know you're in trouble, you talk
and see how many other people are stupid around
you and when you all find you're stupid, you try to
educate yourselves and that's really_how it began."
DE: What do you mean when you say
major problems right now is to get the supwe're all going to come out with this one?
port groups in pl.lee fo r the referrals of peo- ·
AN: It becomes too press ing and too impie with ARC and AIDS . It's absolutely
portant not to know wh_a.t's going on, not to
essential.
be involved , not to participate when you
We need an educated community . Many, .
have friends whose brothers have died, peomany people in Maine think this is
ple you know on the street, people you work
something that is going on elsewhere , that
with or commune with in any way . It simp~
we 're very fortunate to be here and it will
ly becomes too important an fss ue to not be · not affect us, that it will not touch us. Well ,
telling other people, " You should know
it's going to. The sooner we believe that ,
.something ," " You should be involved ,"
the better.
" There's information there. Start acting
DE: Why do you think people still have
responsibly. ''
that mind-set, with all the media coverage
GA : Most of the people working with us
of AIDS and all the talk about it now?
have somehow been touched by the disease
GA : Because there are no positive conse- either they themselves tested out HTLV~ quences to AIDS. Look at statistics , for inIII positive, or they have roommates who
stance. If AIDS could have a lottery mendid, or they've been diagnosed with ARC
tality , we could prevent the disease probably
(AIDS-Related Complex) . We have friends
in a year. People will go out and buy a ticket
of people who have gone through this, or
to a lottery when their chances of winning
who have anxiety . This whole coming out
are negligible.. They have twelve times the
business around AIDS is very true . A
change of getting struck by lightening, or
number of our people have done that in their
ten times the chance of being murdered than
jobs and are taking risks they never took · winning the damn lottery . AIDS is just the
before in terms of exposing themselves to
opposite. There 's no payoff for them to be
homophobia so·they can work with AIDS · informed, to pay attention, to even admit it's
issues. There's some people who· want to be
dangerous for them.
in the background, but you can see them takAN: It's 'too big an issue . It's too
ing on more responsibility and talking to
dangerous. It demands too much of people.
more people and bringing people in.
If you are dealing with AIDS , you are dealAN : And you see that across the country.
ing with the concept of death and dying , the
We have not been affected here in Maine.
concept of losing others around you , and
Period. As affected by AIDS ·as we think.we
making, major changes in your previm1slyare , it hasn 't touched us yet.
accepted sexual practices.

GA : I do believe people think they are
givi ng up sex. Pe'bple think that by having
to change what's become their accepted pattern of sexual behavior, there 's no sense
even in having sex . They see it as " black
and white ," and it really isn't.
AN : I think the people dealing with it will
agree that you ahyays panic, you always
think you have AIDS , you always think it's
all over, you always think you have to give
up all your sex life and all your everything
else , and that you might as well pack it -in .

cuse anymore . Ignorance is stupidity in this
case and it's no longer an excuse.
Another important point is that it is not
just a " gay disease" . We , personally, are
dealing with it within the gay community.
It is the social group I choose to deal with
at this time . I do not see myself only as a
member of the gay community . I'm involved
in many other things. I felt it was exceedingly important to educate the gay community
in this , and end up educating the non-gay
community also.

''The more AIDS deaths affect you, the more
involved you get.''
It 's part of the psychological effect of really and truly dealing with the problem and
if you don 't have to deal with stuff like that,
it's much easier not to - which is where the
denial comes from. It's also all part of the
myth of Maine. ' 'Things are beautiful in
Maine. We don ' t have dumps. We don ' t
have crime. "

DE: What do you think pushes people
over the edge, from denial to confronting?
AN: Fear.
GA : But personal fear : Having a personal
association with the illness
. Many times
I
that's necessary before people actually start
to take it seriously.
AN: Knowing frie nds of friends of
friends. Then it becomes friends of friends .
And then friends . It begins to home in. People see trends . You know it's getting closer.
That's when you begin to deal with it and
get involved.
It has a lot to do with change. You have
to change . You have to see yourself differently. You must see the world differently . .You must see your actions differently .
It becomes a very ugly screen through which
you see the world because it affects
everything. It af!ects how you are being
viewed by others. The polit~cal ramifications
are phenomenal on both the national and the
local scene.

GA: I often think '._Ve need to change the
name of the Gay Health Action Committee
to just the Health Action Committee because
I often find myself representing myself as ·
a member of the AIDS-Line first and of
GHAC second because it isn ' t just a gay
issue. We have volunteers on the line who
are bisexual and heterosexual, as well as gay
and lesbian . At least one-th ird of our calls
have been from heterosexual · men and
women asking very reasonable questions
about the disease . Most of my speaking
engageme nts hav e been to straig ht
audiences.
AN: Non-gay.
GA: Yes , right, non-gay. Well,
' 'unknown gays .'' ' ' Assumed straight, ' ' or
whatever. (Laughter.) Most of what I do and
the groups I work with are largely non-gay ,
and it's basically dealing with a health issue
as a responsible group of concerned citizens.
AN: And I think one of the problems that
can come out of an article like this is that
it looks like a gay issue. It is , but it also isn't.
We' re hearing now - well, the best one and
the most infuriating to me, personally , was
the Life magazine cover that said, " Now ,
no one is safe from AIDS.'' I object to one
word on that cover - "Now." No one has
ever been safe ·from AIDS. Everyone has
.never been safe from AIDS. If.ypulv iew the

I think in our community it was going to
of the work that's been done has been to
happen to gay people first . It will in their
allow Maine men and women to stay in
commun ity , too. Because of that, this is the _ Maine and deal with the problems and the
client group, so to speak, and there's nothing
issues, to stay home.
out there taking care of them , so we have
· GA : I want to make an observation . Most
to provide the services for our own.
of the people who have come back to Maine
AN: Exactly . There was nothing there for
to die, or th~ people who have been diagthis community to turn to. There was no way
nosed here, have not wanted contact with the
for the gay and lesbian community in Maine
gay or lesbian community. They've had the
to help themselves even if they wanted to .
support of their family and, from what I've
That is what has been accomplished so far
heard , really good medical care. People
- a mechanism. This mechanism. can help
have left the state because other communities
any of us anywhere in Maine and there are
have more services available, or they 've got
many other mechanisms that will have to
families and friends who can support them.
come into play .
None of these people have really_had the
DE: Gary, I know you've been apneed to work with our community yet.
pointed to the Governor's Working
AN: But the other thing that has got to be
Group on AIDS. From where the two of
brought up is that, indeed, they have ended
you sit, how do you think State Governup working with our community - very inment should respond to this health issue?
formally , and in peculiar ways . Th.e re is a
AN: State Government in Maine is in ex"network, " shall we say , of mothers of sons
actly ·the same position the gay and lesbian
with AIDS that is beginning to form and it's
community is in Maine. They now know . only a phone network and a lunch network
they have to do something to deal with
right now. It started with Franny and
something that isn't really there yet, and are
became all-important for a mother whom the
beginning to put the framewor~ together to· ga~ community found out was at the

J

"You know it's getting closer. Knowing friends of
friends of friends. Then it becomes friends of
friends. And then friends."
DE: So you've seen some changes in
Portland with more people getting concerned about AIDS. You have about. fifteen volunteers on the hotline. There's
scores of different men down at the bar
all the time. Where are they?
GA: Anyone of us could be the victim of
a drunk driver, and yet we all aren' t getting
involved in changing legislation to make the
roads safer. I don't think it's necessary to
expect the majority of the people in the community to get involved around AIDS.
AN: I do expect people to know about
AIDS, to be educated . I very strongly
believe people should make educated
choices in what they do. Stupidity is no ex-

stat1st1cs in other countries, you find it's
much higher in heterosexual populations. I
chose to deal with this issue personally
within the gay and lesbian community. One ·
of the great tragedies is that the non-gay
community isn't dealing with it in such a
positive way as the gay community.
GA : But they will. And they are. I think
the Central Maine Health Foundation which
is forming in Lewiston has done some
things. From what I found in talking with
their president , they are incorporating people from all different communities in the
very beginning . They aren 't tatkling it as
· a gay group.
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Al Nickerson, President of the Maine Health Foundation
do it. I think that's where the gay community
is, and I think State Government has been
in effect, very supportive of the work don;
in the gay community. We've been very
closely in touch with government agencies.
Until very recently we had no cases in
Maine. We simply had people corning home
to die. I think that 's another thing ~hat's
very, very important. Until very recently ,
if a person came down with AIDS in Maine
they almost had to go out-of-state. It's ex~
ceedingly important to understand that much

hospital , and the gay community said, " We
have someone you can talk to," and sure
enough that worked very well . We have
another mother that we just got a phone
?umber to . So , indeed, what you're saying
1s correct, but also these informal services
are beginning . In other places they have very
formalized groups with meetings, but we're
just not at that stage yet . People have been
doing miraculous work, informally on their
own through a verbal network of referrals

continued on page 11
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Lesbian/Gay Social Workers
Task Force

Now in Portland, A D~adly
Ghost, Face to Face
by Charles Lawrence

by P. S. Sutherland
Maine is fortunate to have an active Committee on Lesbian and Gay Issues within its
professional Social Work community. One
of the major issues currently in the focus of
this committee is the issue of adoption services and their availability to Gay and Lesbian people. For the 95 ,000 social workers
. nationwide, it is our mandate through our
own Code of Ethics that services be pro~·
vided to clients without discrimination due
to sexual orientation. It is apparent,
- however, that such consistency and fairnes.s
is not always present. This.committee is cur. rently examining a case of discrimination
from a Maine agency providing adoption
services that refused to continue the adoption pr0<.,ess due to the sexual orientation of
the applicants.
The other task that this committee has

I

AIDS-Line

decided to consider is the establishment of
a resource list of helping professionals and
agencies op_en and comfortable in working
with Gay and Lesbian people. This list could
certainly benefit the Lesbian and Gay community by fostering a sense of acceptance ,
as coming out to our physicians ; dentists,
counselors, therapists , etc., can often times
be quite devastating. It is hoped t~at such
a resource list could be used to refer Gay
. and Lesbian people to helping professionals
who would provide a safe and comfortable
environment, allowing them to be genuine
instead of anxiously peeking out of their
closets. After all, the best of me~ical, dental, and/or therapeutic advice could easily
be negated if the Lesbian/Gay person were
presented with or sensed a ~ hostile
environment.

I
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Fourth Annual
,r New England Dinner .Celebration
'(/ honoring

?/ May Sarton Poet and Author

Mayor Marion Barry Washington , DC
Senator Mary Najarian Portland, Maine

Friday

Noveiqber 22, 1985

,

The Lafayette Hotel,. Thomas Jefferson Ballroom
One A venue de Lafayette, downtown Boston
Spe~ial guests include Congressman Gerry Studds (D-MA).
Elaine Noble, Congressman Barney Frank (D-MA),
Congressman Stewart McKinney (R-CT) and Vivian
Shapiro, HR CF Co-chair.
The Human Rig.his Campaign- Fund is the only national political
action committee dedicated to electing Members of Con gress
who support lesbiari and gay civil rights and full funding for
AIDS research and treatment.
Name
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - O I would like _ _ _ tickets at $150.
D I would like
tables (10 seats] at $1,500.
D I would like
Patro.n tickets for the VIP Reception
and Dinner at $500 .
D I am unable to attend the Dinner Celebration, but enclosed
in support of the
is my contribution of $
Huinan Rights Campaign Fund. __
·
D I am enclosing a check .
D Please bili my
D MasterCard
D VISA
Acct#
Exp. d a t e - - - - - - Signature
Please make checks payable to the Human Rights Campaign
Fund and return by Friday; November 15, 1985 to: HRCF, P.O.
Box 1430, Back Bay Annex, Boston, MA 02117. For additional
information, call (617) . 524-0804 . ·
Eric E. Rofes, New England Dinner Chairperson; Elaine Noble &
Congressman Gerry Studds, Honorary Dinner Co-chairs.
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the doctor meant by this statement. ·
· ''To begin with , '' says Dr. Pickus, ''this
quote was taken out of context, and my
original comment was one of suspicions
-based on national figures taken from centers
l ike San Francisco, New York City, and
Miami . It is not fact, I don't have any certainty that this is happening in the Portland
community . What I said was based only on
national figures which are presented to all
of us . '' The key being, he contends, that his
"extrapolation was general, using national
figures, for purposes of discussion in a
classroom with nurses."
"No ·studies have ever been done in
Portland. I can't give any real ' statistical
analysis for the Portland area - it's impossible. No one would know that.''
And yet the time has come . .. To varying
degrees we all have knowledge of this ghost,
relentlessly stalking its victims, who seem
to vanish quietly into the night. To varying
degrees we flee for our lives. But, as Dr.
Pickus points out, even in the comparatively small gay community in Maine, there are
people "seemingly unafraid who continue
to have no -name . sex and general
promiscuity .' '
'
The tragedy : we walk in a mine field . We
are the mines , growing in numbers, and
some bombs are ticking now. We linger in
fear and confusion, afraid to discover that.
we are maybe dying , that maybe our
brother, or. lover, is tlying .
·
Indeed , we are in the midst, you and me,
of one of the most devastating dramas we
will ever encounter . What happens to you,
in large, is up to you.
Do.n 't forget '!"hat you know ; that it takes
only one act of u~safe sex to effectively kill
yourself. That is simple to remember, and
assuredly we should . Nonetheless, many of
us will play the numbers game, Russian
Roulette, as it were. Good 'luck' my ·
friends ...

.'' If you are not personally free to ·be

q.J1,.ychofo9y & Cou.n1,.din9

(207) 238-9022

17 South Street
Portland, Main.a 04101

(207) 623-2349

B_

The door before you is shut. To open that
door means to discover whether you may
live, or that you must reach out and embrace
the ghost, the knowledge of almost certain
sickness and eventual death. The ghost is
AIDS, the door, AIDS testing , and you, is
you. It is after all you who will decide if,
and when , and why you will take the AIDS
testing, and you who will be the first to read
the verdict.. . whether it be " negative" , or
''positive'' .
Researchers claim at least 60% of male
homosexuals have been exposed to the AIDS
virus , HTLV3, and as many as two million
people may carry the virus without showing symptoms themselves. Also, researchers
are uosure ·how many people infected with
the AIDS virus ultimately develop the fatal
diseases connected to the syndrome .
Recognize that most homosexuals who do
opt for the testing do so only after symptoms
occur. It is also important to understand that,
certainly in Portland, any statistics cited are
based mostly on visits by these symptomatic
patients._They otherwise are aware of having been in contact with someone with
AIDS . Asymptomatic gays , showing no
signs of having the virus , often do not go
in for testing, which assuredly means most
statistics we see, in fact, all statistics in
Portland, are skewed so as not to reflect the
truth.
Dr .. Owen Pickus, a Portland oncologisthemotologist who has treated patients in
Maine, was quoted in the September 23rd
issue of the Evening Express, as saying that
"the large majority of Portland's gay community is infected with the AIDS virus ,
based on the small sampling" he' s done in
his office.
Unfortunately, not much else ·was said,
and many people are upset by this quote.
Contrary to what is implied in this statement
and upon discussing with Dr. Pickus his
comments, Our Paper can now clarify what

Holistic Counseling for
Individuals, Couples & Families
Anger Loss Fear Health
Drugs Power . Sex Alcohol-

Portlan~, maine .
QQ

tel. 879-0371
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that's been absolutely incredible. It's simp- decision . I see it. in some cases. moving
ly by word of mouth at this time and begin- people away from the denial. I know there' s
ning to be fonnall y done through the hotline. tons of implications to the test. This is a
That's where much of this loosely-knit in- preventable disease if people will take the
formation begins to come together.
steps necessary to prevent it.
DE: Getting back to state government ...
I would say that the correlation is strong
GA: I feel they need to get going with enough to indicate that exposure to the virus
their .educational programs. I know a woman means that - the CDC will give you figures
who works in one of the state institutions - one out of ten people will come down
who is a close fri end of Toy 's and she was with full-blown AIDS. that three out often
hass led at work because employees were will come down with ARC . That's a signifi-.
starting to say that they didn 't want to work cant figure. I think. so that if a9yone is
on the same shifts she did because of her in- HTL V-III positive they need to start taking
volvement with him . She was called to the AIDS seriously.
front office and had to meet with the
· AN : It's certainly worth being very
Superintendent. the Director of Medical S.er- re sponsible in one' s behavior - no ex; ices. and a nurse. and they a~ked .hcr the change of bodily fluid s. Period .
most personal questions about her life and · DE: For the last half-hour or forty-five
her involvement with Toy. When she called minutes, the three of us have gone around
and told me this I thought. ' 'The Director and around with my trying to discuss
of Medical Services of one of the major in- HTLV-111 testing and the two of you very
stitutions in Maine didn't know eno·ugh strongly disagreeing-on some points, and

"It's exceedingly important to understand that much
of the work that's been done has been to allow
Maine men and wome·n to stay in Maine and deal
with the problems and the issues here, to stay
home."
about AIDS that he could explain to the
Superintendent. let alo_ne to the staff, that
they were at no risk of being exposed! .. It
floored me that the state had not gone in and
educated in these areas.
It's well-known that in institutional settings the incidence of hepatitis B is much
more prevalent than in the general population . It's well-known in Maine that in a lot
of these institutions there's a lot oT gay people 'working . To think that blood drives are
done routinely in those types of situations
and no one was making an effort to educate
the staff - it's tragic. There has to be education. And that will take money .
AN : I think the first ,thing th~ _state has to
do is educate themselves, and then start
educating others .
GA: I like what they've done with the task
forces. There's a chance for diverse input.
There are opportunities for each group ·to
bring their particular biases and expertise
together. Hopefully everyone will have a ·
chance to be heard .
AN : And that's exceedingly important
because we're dealing.with a very complex
issue on which no one is totally right or
wrong . By being broad-based in their approach , they're going to educate themselves
and each other before they try to educate the
general populace. The education of_ the
general populace is very important, but it's
a way's away.

also your feeling that a lot of the discussion shouldn't appear in Our Paper.
We'v" kept turning the tape recorder on
and off because you've felt you couldn't
address certain things given the positions
you hold. Let's try this. As you know,
there are many different opinions about
HTLV-IIl testing~ National gay organizations have urged people not to have it
done. People are concerned about threats
to civil liberties. The armed forces are going to start screening all new recruits. It
was not to be· a test for people, but a test
for blood samples. There is the legitimate
fear that employers and insurance companies are goi~g to reqllir~ JITLV-111
testing. What are your thoughts on this
test? What do you feel you can say?
AN: I think it's exceeoingly important for
everyone in Maine to know it exists, to know
where to get it, to know what it is and what
it isn ' t, and to know the political ramifications. It's a personal decision '.
GA : The AIDS-Line can provide information on each of those points you mentioned. For example, it's ridiculous for the
military to do that testing because a person
might not be reactive at that time, _but will
be six-months later. It doesn't make any
sense for the military to do that testing
before someone goes in. We can provide information to people on the civil liberties
issues, on what the test really does mean .

'' A number of people are taking risks in their jobs
they never took before in terms of exposing
_themselves to homophobia so they can work with
AIDS issues."
·
DE: There's been a lot of discussion
about HTLV-111 testing and we're also
seeing moves towards using it on people
in certain situations which is contrary to
its original purpose and which also poses
danger to gay people. What are your
thoughts on the test?
GA : We're starting to change our attitude
at the AIDS-Line about HTL V -III testing
largely because of the denial issue. We don't
tell people they should take the test. Talking to people who now know they are
HTL V-III positive and to people who are
classified as ARC, they are the people I'm
finding who are advocating that people
should have the test. In their own personal
cases, they did not modify their behavior until they had a definite reason to do so. Some
people still haven't modified their beh~vior
and that's really scary. What we do is give
people information about what the test can
and cannot do and let them make their own ·

HTLV-III questions are something we
1
handle .
DE: I know there's a lot more on this
testing that each of you ·could say, but you
feel you can't. You have a real resistance
to talking about the test.
AN: Right.
GA : Right.
AN: A very important forum for such a
discussion is the AIDS Summit that MLGPA
is sponsoring on October 20th. That is
where these issues should be discussed.
DE: I'd like to push it, but I want to
respect where you're at. Another queston.
We've been hearing in the past couple
months about incidences of, for example,
restaurant workers not wanting to serve
gay people and restaurant customers not
wanting to be served by gay people. Are
you hearing many stories like that from
where the two of you sit? Have you heard
about any cases of actual, discrimination?

GA: It's a part of the AIDS phenomenon.
I don't think it should be given any greater
attention .than any other part of it. Those
thing"s sure are happening . We can also tell
you stories about - I don't know if you read
the News week article about two weeks ago
where they talked about a gay man in San
Francisco who was diagnosed with AIDS
and still engaging in numerous sexual activiti es and coming in weekly to an STD
clinic to be treated for gonorrhea and making it well known that he was still going and
infecting everybody . It's terrible the public.
is responding in a fearful manner. It's terrible thi s man is acting in an irresponsible
social manner. There 's going to be all kinds
of different things going on here that are going to be good and a lot that are going to
be bad . I don't really get freaked out or bent
out of shape when I hear about those things .
I kind of expect them . It's just part of it.
AN: That infoqnation is coming in to my
life arabout the same rate that knowledge
of and dealing with AIDS is coming in . It
comes right back to education. We have to
have the educational tools in place for
whenever people need it. You try to tell
them on Tuesday. They don't need it on .
Tuesday . They aren ' t listening on Tuesday·
They desperately need it on Wednesday .
They ' re in the middle of it on Wednesday.
We have to be ready on Wednesday·
GA : An analogy would be --The person
who requests the restaurant owner to not hire
any gay employees because they might
spread the disease is as ridiculous as the gay
man in the State Theatre saying to another
man there at the next urinal, " You look
clean. It's probably alright to have sex with

if there's a chance they can prevent
themselves from getting this disease , the
easiest way for them with their logic is to
get rid of the gays. However, I'm encouraged it's not going to take drastic measures
because Newsweek did a poll and found that
in the last year and a half, acceptance of gay
people increased by 13 %. Fifty-three percent of the people they polled had no problem with gay people living their lives and this is during the major health crisis .
I think in Maine we 're going t9 have s9me
trouble. but I would hope that by
. demonstrating what weJve been able to
achieve so far in terms of trying to solve this
problem and by working hand-in-hand with
State Government _ we've had good
dialogue with the Bureau of Health; we've ·
received money from the Bureau of Health
_ it's a start, and we are proving to people
we can be responsible. I'm not that concerned. Of course -people are going to react
with fear and with some discrimination , but
I think we have a good handle on showing
that we're dealing with it in a responsible
manner. I' m not an alarmist when it comes
to civil liberties.
AN: A major problem of perception in
both the gay and non,gay communities is
that " gay" and " AIDS " equal one another.
AIDS is a problem for all people . The gay
community was one of the first communities
in America affected. We can take great pride
in the work we have done io date _ the
education we have done, the way we've
helped ourselves, helped others, the way
we've worked to protect the civil-liberties
of ourselves and of everyone else. We can
be enormously proud of our work . It's about

"We c~n be enormously proud of our work. It's
about time everyone else .started participating.''
you.'' Both are examples of damned wrong time everyone els~ started _participating in
information. Both the gay and non-gay com- · · that.
munity have their own myths and
DE: I think I'm more of an alarmist
misconceptions about this disease 0
about civil liberties than you are, Gary,
DE: I'm not asking the question in the because what I see is that we already lack
framework of "the straight community is basic protections under the law. We're
doing everything wrong" and the "gay already threatened; already an "outcommunity is doing everything rig~t." . group," so to speak. What I hear you sayI'm trying to find out if, from where you ing, AI, is that it's a civil liberties issue
sit, you see discrimination increasing for everybody. That's a good point.
because of "AIDS-hysteria" and if 'y ou
GA: And that, I think, answers to why I
think we should be concerned about it? look at it more as a health problem than as
How concerned should we be?
a civil rights problem because it does go
AN: It goes back to being part and parcel across so matiy borders. It's best for me to
with the whole issue. Indeed, as awareness deal with it as a health issue so I can be more
of AIDS builds in the non-gay community , successful at what I do.
so does discrimination, and it simply
DE: The two of you have been resistant
becomes part of education, part of political to talking about what you would call the .
battles. You simply have to deal with it. The ''politics of AIDS." Yes, it is a major
world is filled with stupid people. If medical problem. But I also see it as a
something has anything to do with "gay" political problem because we are already
in any way, shape or form, some people will a group that is politically and socially atthink that quarantine is a nice move for the risk. It adds a different layer for us. But whole thing, if not actual destruction - a also, the education the two of you are talkrather fascist policy all the way around . As ing about is tremendously unporiant from
more and more people deal with AIDS , . a political standpoint. It's vital. I would
you 'II hear more and more of these call that "political" work.
~
neofascist ideas.
AN: I think one of the frustrations you' re
_ GA: I believe we need to be concerned having is that it's a very big issue and I liave
about it, but I don't want it to get blown oul to focus, and Gary has to focus. I absoluteof proportion.
ly had to focus on fundraising and educaDE: Do you think it is getting blown out tiQn . I'm pretending the politics of it doesn't
of proportion?
exist, or saying, " Yes, it exists, but I'm not
GA: I think what we're seeing is that most- going to deal with it." I know it exists and
people in their day-to-day life could give a it's exceedingly important to me and I canrat's ass about gay people. What happened not deal with it. I'm booked . I'm absolute- ·
in Dade County, Florida with the Anita ly booked with the little part of the spectrum
Bryant crusade is a classic case. They did I hav·e.
a study afterwards which indicated that most
I personally feel very ~trongly there needs
people felt ambivalen1 about gay rights . Sud- to be a much greater political emphasis
denly faced with a referendum question and placed on the AIDS crisis and its ramificahaving to make a decision, they sided with tions by the gay community . It is not a role
Anita Bryant whom they could identify more I can fill at this time and it is certainly no!
with than with gay people whom they had the role of the Health Foundation at this ·
never seen or never thought about. So, they time:
took on that attitude and voted civil rights
DE: (Following another interlude wjtb;
. out.
the tape recorder"off.) \Yhat peQ(!le
People know what AIDS is. They know to be reached and how do yo0;•-:re,ctt :
anyone can get a disease. They have con- them?>··r.
. -- . . .
,,.;1 ;
. cerns about their own personal safety. The
AN:" A lot of different people.
~ ve •
media is really running with ~!s thing :And '· fu-nded a great many .pamphlets ·thafwere put

lfa"? .

w-.
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Dear Crabby
Dear Crabby, ·.

Dear Crabby,

Dear Crabby ,

Dear Crabby ,

My lover and I have been together for
three years without differences m: any
unusual behavior. I was quite happy until
recently when my lover started demanding
I serve dinner in disposable diapers. What
should I do?

My lover and I have made friends with
another couple . One of them just got an earring and has started being very open about
his homosexuality. Should we continue seeing these men?

I just found out my son is gay and living
with another man. He was not brought up
thai way. He used to be a good boy. I come
from a very religious family and this is
something unforgivable .

A friend of mine has always been out of
the closet.
more conservative. Now , his
job is in jeopardy . I suggested he f O back
into the closet for a while. What say you?
Signed ,
Occasional Queen

Signed ,
A Real Mother

Signed ,
David Davis III

Signed,
Going Ga Ga

Dear Queen,

Dear ARM,
Dear Ga Ga,

Dear D D III,

After three years of bliss what do you
care? Serve the dinner in diapers and use the
old china under your plants. Your greens
~ill love you for it.
·

I would tell your friends about your feelings . Then , I would recommend plastic
surgery. A doctor could change any pretty
face into a fearfully ugly one. Then you and
your lover would have a complexion to
match your attitude .

Dear Crabby,

Dear Cral:lhy ,

Last Saturday I went to the bar and met
the perfect mat~h. There stood the most
gorgeous person I have ever seen. Heaven
could not have hoped for more. When I sent
a drink, introduced myself and asked for a
dance this voluptuous creature with an
angelic visage turned around and told me to
get lost. What went wrong?

I can't believe the nasty remarks you make
are allowed to go into print. No one I know
likes you or even reads your garbage. I
wouldn't put your column on the floor for
.my dog . Shame on you .

Signed ;
Lost

Don't worry. Crabby forgives you for being so religious.

· All my life I have been attracted to women
who already have lovers. Despite the fact
that I fight the urge I simply cannot resist
' breaking up couples. Then. when I've got
what I want I don 't want it any more . Is that
normal?
Signeci ,
_Are you married?
Dear Yes I am married ,

Signed ,
Despite You

What happened was I was busy and do not
particularly care for people who treat me·
well .

I am ashamed of myself because your
remarks will go unanswered. What you say
is not news. The staff here tells m.e the same
things all the time , and they . insisted that I
be kind to someone who ought to have my
job. I do however want to tell you that Crabby has bee~ around a long time and I
recognize your handwriting. See you later.

It sounds like a good idea to me. Looks
like he left and forgot you in there .

Dear Crabby,

Dear Despite,

Dear Lost,

I'm

I

Crabby had this problem before as well .
There are to date at least thirteen irate lovers
on my tail. The truth is you have no reason
to feel guilty about your behavior. What
happened to you was natural . Once you get
the woman you were after you realized how
cruel it was of her to dump her lover for you
and you lost all respect for her. Naturally
you can 't be expected to stay with such a
weak individual so you go on to a new one.
This is logical behavior. My advice to you
. is to consider heterosexuality . It's obvious
no woman deserves you.

IS THAT RIGHT?
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tool , mammography should not be per- tor assays can influence treatment.
formed routinely, even though it exposes a
Until just a few years ago, a woman
person to very small amounts of radiation. undergoing biopsy was put to sleep under
It is advised that a woman at low risk have .general anesthetic, not knowing if her breast
a mammogram at 35 or 40; called her would be gone by the time she woke up. It
"baseline" mammogram, it is then u~ed as was believed that the best approach for
a comparison for fi)ture mammograms. cancer treatment was to send the lump to the
Another mammogram should then be taken lab while the woman was still "under," and
at 50, and yearly after that. However , if the biopsy detected cancer, her breast,
women at h-igh risk might want to talk to lymph nodes, and chest muscle were retheir health care providers about more fre- moved immediately. But in 1979, various
quent mammograms between 40 and 49. cancer experts finally agreed, under no small
Finally , as a diagnostic tobl (as opposed to amount of pressure from crusading women,
screening), a mammogram should be taken that a twp-step procedure should be used in
on a woman of any age if there is a possibili- most cases. In other words, after the
,
diagnostic biopsy, a woman would first be
ty of cancer.
If the lump appears benign in the mam- able to discuss h~r therapeutic alternatives
mogram, the clinician will recommend fre- and have an active role in the treatment of
quent follow-up visits. But if the lump ap- her cancer. The woman who is most wellpears suspicious (possibly malignant), the known and responsible for this radical
next procedure is biopsy , which involves change in how doctors treat female breast
surgically removing part or all of the lump, cancer is Rose Kushner, and the women's
and examining it for cancer.
health care movement is indebted to her for
A needle biopsy, also called Tro-car or her efforts.
If a woman decides on a one-step proTru-cut biopsy, can be done in a doctor's
office with a shot of novocaine. Unfor- cedure of biopsy and mastectomy, some
tunately, needle biopsies, which cannot tests should be run, prior to surgery, to see
remove the whole lump, are not always ade- if the cancer has spread beyond the glands
quate in making a diagnosis because a lump in her armpit, because this will affect the
can be partly benign and partly cancerous. course of further treatment.
Removing the entire lump for examination
The diagnosis of breasrlumps, particularmay be necessary , but in younger women ly cancerous ones, is an involved and varied
with. low risks for cancer, a needle biopsy process which differs from woman to
is often satisfactory .
woman and clinician to clinician. One out
Surgical biopsies can sometimes be per- of eleven American women develops breast
formed on an out-patient basis under local cancer. This means that 100,000 new cases,
anesthetic. If a woman is at high risk, she as well as 30,000 deaths from the disease,
should consider requesting that hormone- are reported each year. December's column
receptor assays be performed on the lump. will wind up with an overview of treatments
Up to half of all breast cancers are nourished for breast cancer, and the most important ·
by the estrogen and progesterone produced concept of all: prevention - including breast
by her own ovaries. Thus, if her lump is self-examination.
· found to be ·cancerous, the hbrmone recep-

The Breast of HealthPart II
by R.J. Bass
Last month 's column described the breast
and various problems, including lumps .
Once a woman (or man) discovers a breast
lump, it's important to determine what kind
of lump it is . Remember that 80-90% of all
breast lumps are non-cancerous, or benign.
The other 10-20%, however, are malignant,
and in order to correctly treat the cause of
the lump, proper diagnosis is necessary.
If you've discovered a lump in your
breast, see your health care provider. If this
person is unfamiliar with breast lumps, ask
for a referral to a more experienced professional. You can also get referrals from the
local chapter of the American Cancer Society and family planning clinics .
The clinician should take a completemedical history, including questions about
menstruation and menopause, your family's
history of cancer (especially breast cancer),
use of birth control pills or other estrogens,
pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding . A
woman's medical history can determine if
she is at high risk for breast cancer. The risk
factors include a history of breast cancer in
your mother, sisters, or maternal relatives;
· delayed childbearing (over age 30) .or no
childbearing (a risk category for many lesbians!), early menopause, late onset of first
period, or both; age (especially over 50); a
personal history of cancer of the sex or
reproductive organs; a breast lump biopsy
showing abnormal cell growth (dysplasia);
certain duct patterns noted on mammography; beirig caucasian (higher rates
than for women of color); being Jewish (particula.rly with an eastern European
background); being North American or
European; and a history of severely cystic
, breasts (this last risk factor is controversial).
After performing a breast exam, the clinician can use several procedures that aid in
the diagnosis of lumps. Transillumination
involves shining a powerful light next to the
suspicious part of the breast, and is helpful
in determining if the lump is solid or t)uidfilled. A more sophisticated form of transillumination, called diaphonography (also

-

called light screening or DPG), is under investigation in the United States as a . new
screening process.
,
1hermography, which is used quite often
with premenopausal women, is based on the
idea that diseased tissue is hotter than
healthy tissue; the heat radiating from the
breast can be seen and measured with heat
sensitive film or photographic plates. Thermography is· not thought to be as accurate
or objective as mammography, but since
thermography doesn't employ harmful
radiation, it is a useful tool for monitoring
women who are at high risk for cancer.
Ultrasound uses sound waves, which are
bounced off the breasts while they are
suspended in •water . The sound waves are
converted to light waves and form a picture
(sonogram) on a screen. Ultrasound is most
useful for identifying fluid-filled cysts , but
cannot distinguish between benign and
cancerous solid masses. A suspicious
sonogram is not grounds for surgery; in such
cases, mammography would be the next
step.
The most commong diagnostic procedure
is aspiration. Often the first step in
diagnosis, aspiration uses a fine needle,
which is inserted in the lump. Performed in
a doctor'·s office, ·sometimes with a shot of
novocaine or other local anesthetic, aspiration is used to see if fluid can be drawn from
the lump. Generally, a fluid-filled lump is
non-cancerous. Women in high-risk groups
should ask that the fluid be biopsied, or
tested, for cancer. (If a woman has a nipple
discharge, it can be tested for cancer, or a
dye can be injected into the discharging duct,
and then the breast is X-tayed to detect abnormalities. This procedure is called
galactography.)
If cysts grow back after aspiration; or if
the mass isn't fluid-filled, mammography is
again the next step.
·
In mammography, the breast is gently .
squeezed flat and then X-rayed, both from
above and the side. It is sometimes uncom- ·
fortable, but rarely painful. As a screening
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Windy City Welcomes
Alcoholism Professionals
.

..

by Barry Wood, M.D.
While Maine awaited Hurricane Gloria's
arrival, Betsy Hood and Barry Wood left for .
sunny Chicago and the First NALGAP Con!
ference (National Association of Lesbian
and Gay Alcoholism Professionals). What
did we encounter? Over one hundred and fifty people active in the field of addiction
treatment who were lesbian/gay. We met
monks, psychologists, physicians, reh~bworkers, alcoholism counselors, nurses and
teachers. We met our peers and immediately felt warmth, expertise and a sense of
spirituality - the conference was an exercise in "applied lesbian/gay pride".
The conference lasted from September
26th-September 29th_. Lectures . and
workshops included as topics gay /lesbian
consumer advocacy, AIDS research, relationships in recovery from addictions,
loss/grief in the gay community and healing homophobia by imaging.
Competence and stamina were evident
among presenters and listeners. We shared
laughter, sensuality, insanity, intelligence,
pain and hope. This was clearly a time of
healing for all. .
At night Chicago offered a large and

diverse lesbian/gay community. People and
places were found with the assistance of
local lesbian/gay uewspapers and several
members of the local community. This community was warm, always, and sometimes
hot. Food was good. Prices were moderate.
On the final evening of the conference we
were entertained by Artemis, a lesbian
chorus, The Windy City Movers, a gay
men's chorus/dance group, and by a lesbian
feminist folksinger. Spirits were lightened
and warmed by these superb performances.
Tears of healing, relief and joy were universally experienced. LeClair Bissell, M.D.
gave a keynote address which actually was
entertaining, wise and stirring. Then we
danced ... how we danced!
In a time when so many are afraid and·
filled with despair, Betsy and I found
spirituality' networks, love, nurturing ana
lesbian/gay pride. It was a time we shallcherish. We brought word that Maine exists and found we were part of a growing
network of healthy and sober lesbian/gay
people. We returned to Portland and our
practices filled, touched and healed.

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting , specify The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofreading services at reasonable
rates.

Restaurant Franc;ais

27 Forest Avenue, Portland _
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Dear Inanna .
I haYe recently made the discovery that
I am gay. \Iy lo\·er and I are in our -W 's.
are both professionals \\·ho are \\·ell
established in Qur fields. and\\ e are finding
our relationship with one another to be both
fu lfilling and exciting . I was married a long
time ago and have a son who is nineteen
years old. EYer since my divorce from hi s
mother ten years ago I have tried to be a real
father to my son. e\·en though he did not live
with me. He is now a sophomore in college
and lives less than twenty miles from me and
my lowr. He is aware of our re lationship
and says it is disgusting . He says that he will
not come to our home unless my loYer is
away . He and I have always been close. but
my relationship with my lover has sen·ed
to put a real block in my relationship \\·ith
my son. I love my son. and I want to continue to spend time with him. I also love the
man with whom I li \·e. It all makes me feel
so empty inside. HO\\' can I keep both my
son and my lover'?
Dear \'ewly DiscO\·ered.
Our children can often times be as hard
on us with their judgments as can be our
parents - sometimes more so. You haven "t
given me \·er:-: much information about :'our
son. so I can't tell ifhe"s the "":\Ir. :\lacho· ·
type. the spoiled kid who rieeds things to

ah\·a\·s 20 his wav . the ""preppie .. who
thinks th~at hi s fat h~r just isn ·t beha\ ing in
the prescribed manne~. or if he 's just plain
confused b\ \'OU r seemin£h· sudden turnabout. If h~-~ macho . pr;ppie or spoiled .
then probably the best thing that you could
do for him . \Our 10\er. and vourself is to
fi rmh· but iovin2h· refu se . to meet his
dem;nds \\ hile stili letting him know that
vou \·er\· much want for \·our relationship
~\·ith hi~1 to not onh continue. but to QfO\\'
and become even ~tronger . On the ~ther
hand. if vour son is confused by your relationship ~\·ith your lo\·er. you might choose
to meet vour son on neutral 2round a\\·ay
from vo~r home for a while until he can adjust t~ rnur newfound lifestyle . \Iaybe later.
hen he comes to see that \·ou reallY ha\·en ·1
· chan2ect \{·ho vou are. v;u and H~ur lo\ er
mi2ht take \'O~r son out .to dinne~ where the
at~ospher~ is warm and conduciYe to
conversation.
.
\\'hate\·er you choose to do. remember.
vour son is an adult nO\\·. and is responsible for his O\-in choices and beha,,ior. You
cannot force ·him inw accepting your 10\·er
or your relationship together. You too haYe
Your O\\·n life to li\·e . We can't carve
~urselves into the images that other people
ha\·e prescribed for us. no matter how much
we love them. All that we can - and should
:.__ d.o is be honest with ourseh·es and one
· another. be as supportive a_s we can of each
other. and li\'e our liws with integrity .
0

\\

""(l
On Monday evening. November 11 (9-11 pm). NBC-TV stations will broadcast ··An
Early Frost"", the first made-for-TV movie to deal with AID~. The fil_1!1 stars Ge~a
Rowlands ,_Ben Gazzara. Aidan Quinn (of ··Desperately Seekmg Sus~n l and S: h 1a
Sidney. It tells the story of a young attorney with AIDS who returns to his Ne\\. England
. _ ..,
. .
home to tell his family about his illness.
,...,.__. . The son Michael, played by Aidan Quinn. is not ""out"· with his fam1l~· and face_s a
variety of responses from his '· traditional America_n f~!11ily. · · His moth~r is ..ac~ordmg
to the· NBC press release. ""confused but supportive : his pregnant sister 1s scared
although understanding"": and 'his ··loving and un_derstanding gra~dmother cannot accept the fact that her grandson might die before her.·· The father 1s. (of course) . least
·
able to cope .
Other characters in th.e drama include Michaers lover. played by D.W. Moffett. and
another man with AIDS. played by John Glover.
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Carol Van Landingham, MSW, ACSW
Lesbian Therapy
338 Middle Street
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 431 - ns1

50 Chestnut Street
Dover. NH 03820
(603) 749-3137

,>

Betsy Hood, M . Phil.

Judi th L ippa, M S W

Substance A buse Counselor

L icensed Clinical Social Wo rker
Psychotherapy

Alcohol Drug Abuse
Adult Ch ild Issues
Suite 423
142 H igh Street
Portland, ME 04101

.
~
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Jud,· ~ enrs and Marv Rossi of Entre ~ous, Portland's new women's bar, pro. vid~d the commuriit)· ~,·ith food n' frolic at their Grand Opening tluring
Autumnfest weekend. Entre :\'otis is located on Spring Street between High. and
, Park. Good luck, Jud)· and ~lar)·, in )·our new Hnture!!!!

-

. ..

773-1235

•

Indh-iduals, Couples. Fam ilies
Suite -123
1-12 H igh Street
Portland, )IE 0-1101

i73-1235
c

GA : We've got, through the Gay Health
Action Committee and the AIDS-Lin'e , a
good mechanism to identify areas of need
in the compmnity at-large. We have limited
resources, limited peoplepower. The more
people we have, the more people we can
reach and serve. T~e Gay Health Action
Committee could be doing a helluva lot more
besides tunning AIDS-anxiety discussion
groups and thi AIDS-Line if we had more
people. Somebody wrote some public service announcements· for the radio for us and
_ _w__e:.. ;.;.
need someoody to go out and sell those
tot era 10 stations. We 've got some television spots coming from Memphis. When
those get here we'll need someone to taky
those to the T.V . stations .
I want to say something else about the
association between ''gay ' ' and ' 'AIDS' '
that we ' ve talked about. I wonder if we ,
though not intentionally, think of it as our
disease to too great an extent. We' re
reorganizing the GHAC and we need to be
realistic about what we can do and what we
can' t do . There are social services out there
with which we can integrate. Social services
have already stepped in. There 's a man now
whom the city has put up in an .apartment.
We don 't need to think we have to totally

firing you because you are gay, that would
be perfectly legal in the eyes of the state.
So you can't deny that the "gayness" is
a factor.
GA: No, I'm not trying to deny it. What
I think I was saying was that perhaps we just
have an attitude of taking it on as a gay
disease when there really are other services
out there that can deal with this. We can take
it a little too far and I wonder if we might
have done that.

DE: Any last thoughts?
A:--1!hertfs a tremendous fie'ed to look
at our values. AIDS is putting us in a place
to define what responsible behavior may be
in a sexual sense. Al talked about populations we haven't yet reached . Somehow we
disenfranchised segments of our own community . Maybe AIDS will give us a chance
to define what community is and what community responsibility is. It means nurturing
people in positive ways throughout their
whole life and not just when a crisis happens. GHAC wants to address life enhancement issues. There' s a need for that in our
community .
AN : It ' s unfortunate it happened in this
way, but AIDS is making a community happen . We're working to help ourselves.
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Book Revie"7:

Extra Credit/No Points:
the reader can have some peace. It never
happens. The hook drags endlessly in a line
with no variable where everyone · is a
stereotyped mentality, no charm, no life, no
•
Boston-Alyson Publicatons, Inc. 1985
kidding ...
The only woman in his life is a fag hag
It's pathetic how often a work of gay
f
out
to get what she can. There's another gay
literature is directed at us with so much enthusiasm that we accept it as our own, a teacher who's in love with King. That lasts
master work, a profound revelation of the about as long as it took to happen. Then a
gay experience put to paper. Extra Credit lover from the past is introduced and
by Jeff Black bills its.elf as the funniest gay demonstrates that the past is definitely betnovel of the year. Whoever bestowed that ter off left alone. Sound boring? I do sug- i.
generic compliment either does not know gest you read this book because you couldn't
·
what ·funny means or does not wish 1985 imagine!
I
realize
that
getting
a book into publicamuch humor. Believe me , I was really hoping to say something nice or, as manners tion is no casual task, especially a gay
dictate, at least nothing at all but this book oriented one. I am also certain that the.
made me so angry I'm going to force author had honorable intentions, but Extra
Credit has no credibiljty . This book is a
myself. Or am I? ,
This story of a high school teacher in the perfect example of the "gay is good" synMidwest starts off well enough, but ends up drome . W~ile it is important for us to probeing so antiseptic and predictable that it mote this frame of mind , it must be earned.
should have been .printed on toilet paper. Perhaps there are lives this confined and
The .characters are so. shallow and· selfish . trite, , but it is not what I consider a true
that it is hard to care for them or believe that reflection of what being gay is .
It's about time our writers and artists start
their existence constitutes any kind of
taking their jobs with responsibility in mind ·
humanity.
.
For instance, one student, abused by her and not saleability. So much mediocrity surfather , seeks friendship in Harper King, the vives with a gay label. Why should we.
teacher. He in turn consults the principal endear ourselves to novels, plays and movies
who tells him to keep out of it and he does. -that would be shunned except for the fact
Socrates would have been proud of the that the source and subject matter are gay?
lessons this clod teaches. We are supposed Why are we ourselves promoting
to believe that King is an individual of in- stereotypes that we condemn from
tegrity. He not only falls short, his plastic heterosexuals? They .at least have the excuse
mannerisms scream for him to be killed so of not knowing anything about the lifestyle.

j}y...Norm Brilliant
"Extra Credit" by Jeff Black
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Nw L~f 1'ooks
438 Main St., Rockl~nd, ME 04841

207/596-0040

We specialize in books by and about women, alternative health care and sp;,ritu.ality.
· See our new section of gay fi.c tion
" Hoi:i'fs:"Mtinday thru Saturday 10-5:30
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AIDS-Line
775-1267
M, W, F, 7 pm to 10 pm
collect calls accepted

Lesbigay Net\Vork
Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box. 1805, Bangor, ME
04401.
989-3306

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bed(ord St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Grea~er Bangor NOW
P.O. Box 8026
Bangor, Me. 04401

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline, 498-2088

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401 ,

Free To Be Group
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
P.O. Box 215
Augusta, Me. 04330

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
Bates College
Lewiston, ME .04240

Friends and Parents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 (Augusta)

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Bowdoin Gay/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
Portland 04104

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B. , Canada E2L 4R9

Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Central Maine Health Foundation
P.o; Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.
· ·
Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight_Coalition
(BAGLSC), alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30,
Unitarian Church, 126 Union St. , Bangor

l

Royal Winnipeg Ballet, Portland City Hall
Auditorium , 8 pm .

j.

Tuesday, Nov. 5
" Rape: The Trauma and Recovery", Jean
Bennett, YWCA , Portland , 87 Spring St. ,
,Room 4 , 7 pm.
.
George Chauncey at USM Law School ,
4:30, Portland . ·
Friday, Nov. 8
Movie Night at the GPA- "The Fourth
Man" call 780-4085 for details. Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
"
7:00 p.m.

UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
UMF

Farmington, Me. 04938

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat' I. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P.O. Box 5112, Station A
' Portland, Me. 04101

USM Women's Forum
University of Southern Maine
94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

· Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112
Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congre!jS' St., Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, 7:30,
Brunswick, call 729-9843 .

Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, discussion meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Wilde-Stein Club- Thursday evening,
6:00-9:00 p.m. , Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union, UMO.

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Universa.list Church, 425 Congress St.,
Portland .

Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
CMG/ LAC rap sessions, 2~ Bates St.
·
(second floor), Lewiston.
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our
Books, 4 Pine St. , Portland, 773-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates .
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday
the month, Bangor City Hall , 7 pm. Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People 's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30 i
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of
ME ., Farmington ·

of

Calendar ·

Sunday, Nov. 10
AIDS benefit Tea Dance, at the Checker-·
board , Danforth St. in Portland , 4 :00 , $4.
at the door.
Crowsfeet Dance Collective (former
members of Wallflower Order) present
" Barbie's Revenge ", Luther Bonney
Auditorium , USM , Portland, 8 pm, tickets
$6 for seniors, students, and in advance, $7 .
at the door , ava ilable at Amadeus,
Manassas, Univ . Women 's Forum, benefit
for New El Salvador Today (NEST) , sponsored by Univ. Women,'s Forum and
PAUSICA .

Womyn Who Write - second and fo urth
Thursday, 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum
office , 92 Bedford St. , Portland , 780-4083.

AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesdai
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Femin ist Health
Center), Portsmouth , N. H. , 603-436-7588 ,
207-363-7648.
THURSDAYS

TUESDAYS

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tues- ·
day, 7:30 p~, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9 Portland. New members ;:ire welcome.
p.m. (exd!pt 1st Monday and holidays) .
BAGLSC- 2nd Tuesday of Month, 87·
Unitarian Universalist Church, 292 State
Sunset Strip, Brewer. 989-3306
St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) ,
call Mark 207-646-2748
WEDNESDAYS
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
(second floor), Lewiston.
. Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) second Wednesd'ay of the ·· month
The Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
Fredericton, N.B. , Canada
meets Monday evenings at 7 :00 at the USM
Student Union, 92 Bedford St., Portland.
For further informati~n call 780-4085 or
772-4741.
Friday, Nov. 1
"The importance of building coalitions
among gay and straight, student and
community groups." Guest Speaker Tony Pezet of the Human Rights Coalition. Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford
St., Portland. 7:00 p.m.

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Meetings

SUNDAYS
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
pm, followed by a potluck.
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - fo r
discussion, support , and planning - every
Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hi rasawa Lounge,
Chase Hal~ Bates College, Lew iston.
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month . Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time.
MONDAYS

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

Monday, Nov. 11
" An Early Frost" on NBC , 9:00 pm .
Thursday, Nov~ 14·
" Chorus Line" at Portland Lyric Theatre,
benefit Maine Health Foundation.

'

Friday, Nov. 15
"Racism, How it affects all of our lives."
Guest Speaker - Donna Purdee of
Minority Student Affairs. Gay People's
Alliance, 92 Bedford St., Portland. 7:00
p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 17
Dinner and drag show , Papa Joe 's, 80 · MLGPA meeting, 1:00 p.m:, Skelton
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College,
Water St. , Augusta, dinner 6:30, show 8:00.
Sock hop after show. Tickets $7 for dinner, · Campus Avenue, Lewiston.
show , and dance (advance sales only), $3
for show and dance (at th~ door), $1 for . Thursday, Nov. 21
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group , at Our
dance only (at the door).
Books, 4 Pine St., Portland, 7:00.

FRIDAYS
"Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholicb
Anonymous - every Friday, 7:30 to 8:30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
Augusta.
Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.
1

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805
Lafayette Road , Portsmouth, N.H.

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers, meeting, starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday , 9 pm
to 1 am . Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lewiston.
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays, potluck suppers , meeting , starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday 9 pm
to I am . Unitarian Church, 126 Union St.

Friday, Nov. 22
HRCF dinner, Lafayette Hotel , Boston ,
6:30.
Betsy Hood , an area substance abuse
counselor will talk on Alcoholism as a
family disease with a special emphasis on
the adult children of alcoholics. Gay
People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St., Portland. 7:00 p.m.
Friday, Nov. 28
GPA Meeting CANCELLED due to the
holiday.

